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I investigated bottom-up climate-mediated controlofpopulationofauklets
(Aethiacristatella,A. pusilla, and A. pygmaea) in the Bering Sea over two decades of
environmental variability. Broadly, this thesis comprises two parts: 1) examining the
relationships between chick diet and survival in the context oflarge-scale climate and
oceanographic patterns; and 2) using stable-isotope analysis to infer foraging patterns
throughouttheannualcycleofdifferentageclassesofauklets,using information on
chick diet and local oceanography to interpret the results.
I found that large-scale oceanographic patterns during the winterand spring in
the North Pacific were related to auklet productivity the following breeding season. I
hypothesized bottom-up control of auklet productivity through food limitation, but
found that chick meal composition throughout the Aleutian Islandsdidnotdifferamong
years or sites. Auklets'main prey, Neocalanusspp. copepodswere mostprevalentin
chick diets when local sea-surface temperature (SST) duringthe breeding season was
around 4.5± l.O·C, but that outside this range, the proportion ofbiomass represented
by Neocalanus copepods declined rapidly. There was significant overlap among least,
Crested,and Whiskered Aukletsin the composition of chick meals,suggesting little
trophic segregation.
Using information on moulting patterns, I found thatstable-isotope ratios inthe
innermost primary feather (grown during incubation) indicated a shift by adult auklets to
a more productive foraging location (e.g., oceanic fronts), presumablyasamechanism
for reducing their own maintenance costs during chick rearing. I then found that, among
three auklet colonies in the Aleutian Islands, there were noditterences among sites or
years in the foraging patterns of Least Auklets during pre-breeding(breastfeathers),
incubation (primary 1). or post-breeding (primary 10). There appeared to be some level
of ecological segregation between adult Least and Crested AukletsatGareloilsland
Together, these results also indicate that local factors, such as introduced
Norway rats (Ratlusnarvegicus) at Kiska Island,are important factorsinpopulations'
demography, and that demographic responses are notsolelydriven by bottom-up
processes. Future studies should focus on the winter ecology and movements of
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Seabirds have been used as indicators of various aspects of themarine
environment, including the abundance of commercially exploited fish stocks,
contaminants, and climate change (Cairns 1987; Bast & Le Maho1993; Barrett 2002;
Frederiksenetal.2007;Piattetal.2007;Parsonsetal.2008;Durantetal.2009).
Indeed,seabirdsareconspicuous,generallyunexploited,secondaryandtertiary
consumers in marine systems, and can therefore provide a useful opportunity to
investigate coupled climate-ecosystem variation (Durantetal. 2009).
To establish first if seabirds are indeed indicators of ecosystem characteristics
(abioticandbioticl,theremustberobust,reliabledataontheprocess or state the
seabirds may be indicating, as well asthe seabirds' response at va ryinglevelsofthe
environment (Cairns 1987). This inverse inference, or using a dependent variable to
estimate one or more explanatory variables must be coupled with robuststatistical
approaches (Durantetal. 2009). The use of seabirds as ecologica I indicators can be
strengthened by simultaneous studies of multiple species at muItiple sites (Chapters 2,
3).
Climate-mediated bottom-up control
Seabirds' responses to variation in climate and oceanography ha5 been inferred
typically to be bottom-up through control of the abundance, distribution, or availability
of prey (e.g., Frederiksenetol. 2006;Parsonsetal. 2008). There have, however, been
few studies that relate seabird diet to c1imateoroeeanographie conditions (reviewed by
Durantetal.2009). Indeed,moststudiesusingseabirddietasaneeologicalindieator
foeus onthe relationship between seabird dieteomposition and prey abundanee or
foragingloeation (e.g., Monteveeehi& Myers 1995; Neletal. 2001). In many studies of
seabirds' demographic responses to climate variability, a bottom-up mechanism is often
invoked,butseldomtested (e.g., Byrdetal. 2008; Hipfner2008),althoughseveralreeent
studies do present independent data on prey availability in reiation to seabirds'
demographie responses to climate ehange (e.g., Durantetal. 2003; Watanuki etal.
2009).
Approaches to studying bottom-up control
Eeologistsinterestedinstudyingdiethaveadoptedadvaneesinanalytical
ehemistryand bioehemistry, including analyses of fatty acid profiles(lversonetal.2004),
andratiosofstableisotopes,partieularlythoseofearbonandnitrogen (Peterson & Fry
1987; Kelly 2000). Often,theseeanbeusedtoeomplementtraditionaldietstudiesof
gut eontents or regurgitates (Barrettetal. 2007). Reeent methodological and statistieal
advanees have made these teehniques more aeeessibleand widespread (e.g., Jaegeret
al.20l0;Parnelletal.201O),butehaliengesremainintheinterpretation of results (Bond
&Jones2009b),andthedevelopmentofteehniques(MartlnezdelRioetal.2009;Wolf
etal.2009a). Thisisnotsurprising,asallmethodsforevaluatingseabirddiethave
inherent assumptions and limitations (Duffy & Jackson 1986; Barrettetal.2007). I have
used two methods for studying the seabird diet-stable-isotope analysis, and prey
composition of chick meals delivered by provisioning parents.
Analysis of chick meals
studiesoffooddeliveredordestinedfornest-b~undchicks(chickmeals,food
loads,orbililoads)areusedfrequentlytocharacterizeseabirds' foraging behaviour and
responses to the environment (e.g., Halletal. 2000; Bailiie&Jones2003). The
composition of chicK meals can often be measured with minimal disturbance to the
parents through direct observation (e.g., Bradstreet & Brown 1985; Bryantetal. 1999),
or through the simple capture of breeding adults en route to their nest, who regurgitate
or drop the chicks' food (e.g., Montevecchietaf. 1992; Hunteretal. 2002). Chick meals
may not, however, be representative of adult diet because adultsand chicks have
different energetic constraints and demands (Ydenberg 1994; Barrettetaf.2007)and
optimai foraging may result in adults partitioning prey itemsdifferently if the prey are
destined for adults' own self maintenance, or provisioning the irchick
As central-place foragers, and long-lived "k-selected" species,adultseabirds
should minimize the transit time to food resources (Baird 1991),balancingthetrade-off
betweendistancetoforaginggroundsandthenutritionalqualityoftheresources(Elliott
etaf.2009),andtheevolutionarytrade-offoftheirownsurvivaland future re,pr::d:uctct'ioo:n
(Stearns 1992). Adultsofsomespecies,mostlyProcellarliformes, balance their own
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energeticrequirementswiththoseoftheirchickbyabimodalforaging strategy whereby
adults make frequent, short trips to provide food for chicks, and less-frequent,longtrips
to restore their own nutrient reserves (Chaurand & Weimerskirch 1994; Weimerskirch et
af.1994).ThisstrategyhasbeendescribedrecentlyintheDovekie(Allealle),apolar
non-Proceliariiform(Welckeretaf.2009a).
Stable-isotope analysis
There have been several advances in biochemical techniques to studyingdietin
the last 20 years, including stable-isotope analysis (Hobson 1987; Hobson & Clark 1992a,
b) and fatty acid analysis (Iverson etaf. 2004). Stable-isotope analysis offers several
advantages over traditional methods, but has different drawbacks(Bond&Jones
2009b).stableisotopesofcarbonandnitrogenareusedfrequentIyinstudiesofseabird
foraging ecology (Barrett et of. 2007; Inger& Bearhop 2008). Val uesareexpressedas
the parts-per-thousand ratio of the heavier(15N or 13q tothe lighterisotope(14Nor l'q
as compared with an international standard (Pee Dee Belemnite fa rC,atmosphericair
forN). olSN,orthe ratioof 15N/14N,isa continuous measure of trophic position, and it
increasesbetween2-S%owitheachtrophicstepbecause 14Nisexcretedpreferentiallyin
nitrogenous waste (Steele & Daniel 1978; Minagawa&Wada 1984; Kelly2000). There is
littletrophicenrichmentof&l'Cathighertrophiclevels(Rauetaf.1983;Hobson&
Welch 1992), but marine (bicarbonate-based) and terrestrial carbon sources (CO,-based)
differ in their &13Cvalues (Peterson & Fry 1987). &13Ccanalso provide information on
foraging area inthe marineenvironmentbecauseofspatial"isoscapes" in the
environment (Hobson 1999; Cherel & Hobson 2007; Grahametal. 2010; Jaeger et 01.
2010).
Stable-isotope analysis is also useful for examining foraging behaviour when
attaching data loggers is not feasible because of the difficuity in recapturing individuals
toretrievedata,orbecausethespeciesofinterestistoosmall,andgearattachment
would affect individuals' behaviour or even survival negatively. Isotope ratios are
indicative of the diet at the time of tissue synthesis (Hobson &Clark 1992a). Feathers
are sampled frequently because they offer a relativelynon-invasive way to sample large
numbers of individuals, and if moult patterns are known, different feathers can be
sampled to examine foraging throughout the annual cycle (Marra et 01. 1998; Pyle 2009)
because feathers are inert once grown, recelving no additional nutrient input (Hobson &
Clark1992a;Chereletal.200sa).
Reproductive success
Bottom-up influences on seabird demography will be most evident in annual
reproductive success (the number of chicks reared successfully per pair). As long-lived
species, seabirds will balance current and future reproduction, as well as reproduction
and survival (Dobson & Jouventin 2010a, b). Consequently, reproductive success is more
variable than adults' survival (Hamer et 01. 2002), and in years of poor food availability or
increased predation, seabirds will abandon orskipbreedingattempts(schreiber&
Schreiber 1984; Whittam & Leonard 1999).
The Aleutian Islands of Alaska span over 2000 km in the Oceanic Domain of the
North Pacific. Deep oceanic waters with upwelling zones that bring nutrients to the
surface, where they become available to avian consumers via prey,surroundthecentral
and western Aleutians (Kinderetal. 1983; Harrisonetal. 1990;Russelletal.1999).
Climatically, the Aleutians are influenced by basin-wide c1imatic patterns.
(Mantuaetal.1997;DiLorenzoetal.2010). The Aleutian Low Pressure Index (ALPI)
measures the strength of the Aleutian Low from December-March over the area 20-
700N,1200E-1200W(Beamish&Bouillon1993;Beamishetal.1997),centredroughly
over my study area. ALPlisteleconnectedtopatternsoftheEINinosouthern
Oscillation (ENsO), as isthe North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPG0), which measures the
sea-surface height and sea-surface temperature anomaliesnorthof200N (Di Lorenzoet
al.2010). Also related isthe PacificDecadaIOscillation(PDO),a measure 0 fsea-surface
temperature anomalies over the same area as the NPGO (Mantua et al. 1997; Mantua &
Hare 2002). Finally, the North Pacific Index (NPI) isthearea-weighted sea-level pressure
over the region bounded by300N-65°N and 160o E-1400W(Trenberth & Hurrell 1994).
No single index captures the range of variability of climate in the North Pacific, so usinga
variety of measures of climate and oceanography is recommended (Bondetal.2003).
Previousstudieshaverelatedaukletdemographytotheseindices(Jonesetal.2002;
Jonesetal.2007)
There has been a long history of ornithological research intheAIeutians, focused
primarily on seabirds (Steller 1751; Stejneger188S; Murie 1959; Gibson & Byrd 2007).
Many seabird breeding islands are recovering following the eradicationofintroduced
Arctic faxes (Alopex lagopus), Norway rats (Rattusnorvegicus), and other alien
vertebrate species (Bailey 1993; Ebbert & Byrd 2002; Buckelewet al.2009). Introduced
species havehada negative effect on Aleutian avifauna (Williamsetal. 2003; Majoret
al.2006),highlightingtheneedtounderstandlocaleffectswheninterpreting
relationships between climate and seabird responses (Chapter 2).
Auklets (Aethia spp., Merrem, 1788) are the most abundant seabirdsintheNorth
Pacific numerically (Sowls etal. 1978; Gaston &Jones 1998). Auklets are socially
monogamous, laya single egg per annual breeding attempt, and theirchickshave
biparental care (Byrd & Williams 1993; Jones 1993a, b). Adults feed chicks by
regurgitating food stored in a blind throat pouch (Portenko 1934). Of the four species of
Aethia auklets, three are considered here
LeastAuklets(A.pusifla(Pallas, 1811)) are the smallest auk (85 g). Their chicks
arenest-boundforabout26-29days(Roby&Brink1986a;Piattetal.1990b;Renner
2005),duringwhich time they are provisioned with lipid-rich co pepods(Neocalanus
spp.) and smaller amounts ofeuphausiids (Thysanoessa spp.),gastropods, and
amphipods(Bedard 1969a; Day&Byrd 1989; Harrison 1990; Gall eta1.2006). Parents
provision chicks 2-3 times each per day (Roby & Brink 1986a). They are highly sensitive
to disturbance attheir breeding sites (Pialletal. 1990b),buton average, 50-70% of
breeding pairs will reara chick successfully (Bedard 1969b;Knudtson&Byrd1982;
Sheffield Guyetal. 2009). In North America, Least Auklets breed throughout the Bering
Sea and Aleutian Islands (Sowlsetal. 1978; Jones 1993b),and in Russia, they breed on
theChukotkaPeninsula,onislandsintheseaofOkhotsk,andonthe Kurillslands
(Dement'evetal.19S1;Kozlova19S7;Velizhanin1977b;Konyukhovetal.1998;
Kondratyevetal.2000;Artukhinetal.2001;Zelenskaya2009). The wintering areas of
Least Auklets are poorly known, butare likely in the western NorthPacific,offthecoast
of Japan (shuntov 1965;Velizhanin 1977a;Vyatkin 1981; Kondratyevetal.2000;
sydemanetal.201O). Previous work has shown that the survival of chicks was related
to diet quality (Galletal. 2006; Sheffield Guyetal. 2009),andthat adult interannual
5urvivalwasrelatedtolarge-scaleindicesofwinterclimateinthe North Pacific (Joneset
al.2002).
Crested Auklets (A. cristate/la(Pallas, 1769)) are similar to LeastAuklets
ecologically, but are larger (260g), and their chicks are nest-boundforlonger(33days;
Fraseretal.1999).Bothparentssharethedutiesofchickrearing,togetherprovisioning
the chick 3-5 times per day (Fraseretal. 2002). They also tend to provision chicks with
larger proportions ofeuphausiids compared to Least Auklets (Bedard 1969a; HuntJr.et
al.1981;Day&Byrd1989). As with Least Auklets, between SO-70% of Crested Auklet
breeding pairs raise a chick successfully (Fraser et a/. 1999;GaIleta/.2006;5heffieldGuy
etal.2009).ChicksurvivalinCrestedAukletsisalsorelatedtodietquality (Gall etal.
2006). They breed sympatricallywith Least Auklets at many sites in the Beringand
Okhotsk seas and on the Kuril Islands (5owlsetal. 1978; Jones 1993a;Konyukhovetal.
1998; Kondratyevetal. 2000; Artukhin etal. 2001), and tend to winterintheeastern
North Pacific in productive island passes (e.g., UnimakPass; Rennereta/.2008).
Finally, Whiskered Auklets (A. pygmaea (Gmelin, 1789))differfrom congeners in
that they are active at breeding colonies nocturnally. Because adultsfeedtheirchicks
onlyonceortwicepernight(Konyukhoveta/.2000),theytendtoprovisionchickswith
larger meals, and fora longer period (Hamereta/. 2002; Hunteretal.2002,ChapterS)
Whiskered Auklet chick diet tends to be similar to that of Least Auklets (Day & Byrd
1989; Hunteretal. 2002). Unlike Least or Crested Auklets, however, after fledging,
young and adult Whiskered Auklets return to the colony at night for several weeks after
the breeding season (Konyukhov&2ubakin 1994;Zubakin&Konyukhov1994),which
suggests that they winter in the vicinity of breeding colonies (5tejneger188S;Byrd&
Williams 1993; Gibson & Byrd 2007). Their breeding distribution and population
numbers are less known than that of their congeners because oftheirnocturnalhabits,
but colonies are found throughout the Aleutian and northern Kuril Islands in areas free
of sea ice year round (Yamashina 1931;5owlsetal. 1978; Kondratyeveta/.2000;
Artukhinetal.Z001).AdultsurvivalhasbeennegativelyrelatedtoAlPI(Jonesetal.
Z007).
Study sites
I studied auklets at four breeding colonies in the central and western Aleutian
Islands-Buldir, Kiska, Gareloi,and Kasatochiislands. I also analysed data on auklet
moult from St. George and St. Paul islands in the Pribilofs, and from Cape Ulyakhpen on
Russia'sChukotkaPeninsula. Buldir Island (SZOZ3'N 17S"31'Ej,thewesternmoststudy
site,isapproximatelyZOOOha,andthemostisolatedoftheAleutianislands,beingthe
sole landmass in a ZOO km pass (Byrd & Day 1986). Approximately 140,000 least,
Z80,OOOCrested,and 30,000 Whiskered Auklets nest on the island (Byrdetal. ZOOS),
although these numbers should be treated with caution as there arecurrently no
reliable methods to census auklets (Sheffield etol. Z006; Renneretal.Z010). Alien
predators such as faxes or rats were never introduced to Buldir, andsoitisoneofthe
most diverse seabird breeding colonies In the world (Byrd &Day1986). While Buldiris
volcanic, bath volcanoes on the island have been inactive inthe Holocene (Coats 1953;
Wood&Kienle1990j,andvegetativesuccessionmayberestricting access to breeding
sites,causingtheauklet populations to decline (llJones pers. obs., sensu Roby&Brink
1986b)
Approximately 1Z0 km east of Buldir lays Kiska Island (SZ008'N, 177°36'E),the
largest island inthe Rat Islands group of the Aleutians (Z8,711 ha). Thelargeauklet
colonyissituatedatSiriusPointattheextremenortherntipofthe island and atthe base
of Kiska Volcano. The colony covers 1.8 km' (Jonesetal. 2001), with 1.16 million Least
and 332,000 Crested Auklets breeding, although there isdemographic evidence that the
LeastAukletpopulationisdeciining(Byrdetal.200S;HLMajoretal. unpublished data).
The colony is situated onthe north face of active Kiska Volcano, andona parasitic lava
cone that emerged in 1962 (Coatsetal. 1961; Milleretal. 1998)creating abundant
aukletbreedinghabitat(Jones&Hart2006). Arctic foxes were introduced to Kiskafor
fur farming in 1835 (Ashbrook & Walker 1925), and removed in 1986-1987 (Deines &
McClellan 1987a, b). Norway rats were introduced accidentally during military
occupation of the island from 1941-1946,arestilipresent(Murie 1959; Bondetal.
201Ob),and have high rates of predation on auklets in some years
Gareloi Island (S1°46'N,178°4S'W,370kmeastofBuldir) isthe northernmost,
and largest (67,200 ha) island inthe Delarof Islands group of the Aleutians, and also
Aleutians, erupting several times in the last century (Coombs etal. 2008). Itishometoa
large auklet colony, estimated at 186,000 Crested and 402,000 LeastAuklets (Byrd etal.
2005). Arctic foxes were introduced in 1925,anderadicatedin 1996(Paragi1996).
Gareloi is now likely the largest auklet colony in the Aleutian Islands,with>1million
birds present (Jones & Hart 2006)
Kasatochi Island(52°11'N,175°31'W,585kmeastofBuldir) intheAndreanof
Islands group of the central Aleutians was a 287 haisland hometo20,000 Crested and
15,000 Least Auklets until a catastrophic eruption of Kasatochi V0icanoinAugust2008
buried the island in pyroclastic lava floes and ash (Williams et 01. 2010). Although the
eruption occurred after most auklets had finished breeding, most breeding crevices
remain inaccessible as of the 2010 breeding season. Arctic foxes were present on
Kasatochifrom1927-1991(scharfetal.1996).
St. George Island (s6·3s'N,169·3s'W)isa90-km'islandinthePribilof Islands in
the Bering Sea with a high diversity of breeding seabirds (Preble & McAtee 1923),andan
estimated 250,000 Least Auklets breeding in 1977 (Hickey 1977). AttheUlakaiacolony,
a photographic count revealed about 88,000 birds (44,000 pairs; Renner&Renner
201O),a decline from the 129,000 birds reported inthe 1970's (Hickey 1977). Vegetative
succession, which cuts off access to breeding crevices, and predat ion by native Arctic
foxes have caused the number of auklets to decline in the last century (Roby& Brink
1986bl,butbecauseofthechallengesofcensusingaukletsatbreedingcolonies,itisnot
possible to compare the two counts directly (Renner & Renner 2010) . St. Paul Island
(s7"1l'N,170·16'W) isa 104-km' island also in the Pribiloflslands. Theislandishometo
more than 23,000 Least Auklets (Hickey 1977). The Pribilofsare near the continental
shelfbreak(HuntJr.eta/.2008),andwhileseaicereachedthePribilofs during most
winters before 1977,sea ice extent has been considerably variable more recently, and
now frequently reaches its southern extent north of the islands (5tabenoeta/.1999;
Overland &stabeno 2004)
Finally, Cape Ulyakhpen (Russian: Mblce YnAxn3H) on theChukotka Peninsula
(64"23'N,173°s4'W)isontheeasternendofBezymyannayaBaY,andis one of only four
hereinthelate1980s(Konyukhovetof.1998).Thisareaofthenorthern Bering Sea is
covered by sea ice annually (Fellerer et of. 2010).
Thesis outline and rationale
In this thesis, I investigate climate-mediated control of reproductivesuccess
(Chapter 2) and chick diet (Chapter 3), and attempt to relate foraging patterns of auklets
(Chapters 5 &6), and other life history stages (moult, Chapter4)ta oceanographic
conditionsintheBeringSea.
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Growing evidence indicates relationships between seabird demographyandboth
large-and small-scale variation in climate and oceanography,yet few studies have
examined multiple species and locations simultaneously. As secondary consumers,
least, whiskered and crested auklets (Aethiapusilfa, A. pygmaea andA.cristatelfa),
congeneric pianktivorOU5 seabirds endemic to the Bering and Okhotskseas,are
expected to respond to changes in ocean climate due to their lowtrophicpositioning
From 1990 through 2008,we measured reproductive success (productivity) and
breeding phenology (mean hatching date) of auklets at Buldir, KiskaandKasatochi,three
islands spanning 585 km across the Aleutian Islands, Alaska. A model including island,
species and the winter Aleutian Low Pressure Index best explainedproductivitY,with
reproductive success decreasing among all species with increasing ALPI(B=-0.273±
0.0263s.E.), likely through control of water temperature and prey (zooplankton)
availability. Auklet productivity also increased with increasing winter sea 5urface
temperature (SST) in the western North Pacific and western Bering 5ea(and
correspondingly decreased with increasing SST in the GulfofAlaska) and was correlated
negatively with spring sea level air pressure in the North Pacific. These responses are
refiective of positive values of the Aleutian Low. Despite the short time span of our
data, we found similar correlations between climate and auklet productivity among all
species and lslands.Together, our results suggested that ocean clirnatic conditions and
reproductivesuccessofplanktivorousaukletsarerelatedsignificantly. I
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Climate and oceanographic conditions inthe North Pacific Ocean covary on
decadaltime scales or longer (Overland eta/. 1999; Biondi eta/.2001),often
characterized by 'regimes' of20-30 years duration (Hare & Mantua 2000; Biondietal
2001; d'Orgeville & Peltier 2009). Awell known regime shift occurred in 1976-77,with
warmer sea surface temperature (SST), lower sea level pressure (SLP), and a more
intense Aleutian low pressure system (Hare & Mantua 2000; Radianoveta/.200S). In
the North Pacific and Bering Sea, this shift resulted in greater ciimaticvariability (Bond et
01. 2003; Hunt& Eliiott2004; Rodionovetal.2005),greaterstratificationofthewater
column, and increased primary productivity (Trenberth & Hurrell 1994;iida&Saitoh
2007). Other purported ecosystem shifts have occurred in 1989-1990and1998-1999,
but these putative shifts in system state have not been well documented(Overiandetal.
1999; Hare & Mantua 2000; Muetereta/. 2007).
5eabirds, as conspicuous, generallyunexploited,secondaryandtertiary
consumers in marine systems, provide a unique opportunity to investigatecoupled
climate-ecosystem variation (Duranteta/. 2009). Indeed,the relationship between
ocean climate, ranging from direct measures of SST to multivariate climate indices (e.g.,
Pacific Decadal Oscillation, Mantua & Hare2002),andseabird breeding performance has
been investigated frequently in the North Pacific (e.g., Gjerdrumetal.2003;Abraham&
Sydeman 2004; Byrdetal. 2008); and elsewhere (e.g., Harrisetal. 2005; Durantetal.
2006;M01Iereta/. 2006; Laversetal. 2008; Jenouvrieretal. 2009). Some find significant
relationshipsbetweenlarge~scaleclimateindicesandseabirddemographicrates
(Kitaysky& Golubova 2000; Byrdetal. 2008;Sandviketal. 2008),whilstothersdonot
(Wanlessetal.2009). Inthe North Pacific, variation in seabird breeding performance Is
thought to result from "bottom-up" climate forcing of seabird preyabundance(Lehodey
2004).
While linkage between climatic and oceanographic variability has been found in
many marine organisms (Beamish et 01. 1997; Mantua et 01. 1997; Chavez et 01. 1999;
HuntJr.etal. 2002; Durantetal. 2006; Byrdetal. 2008; HuntJr.etal.2008),most
studies do not address spatial components In climatic and oceanographic variability
Integrating data over large areas can mask smaller-scale varlat ion over space and time.
More recently, there has been a focus on examining relationship5 between seabirds'
demographyandoceanographicvariablesinspatialterms,providingabetter
understanding of how geographic patterns of climate affect marine animals (Byrd etal.
2008; Watanuki etal. 2009).
Auklets (Charadrilformes, Alcldae: Aethia) area group of planktivorousseabirds
occurringintheBeringandOkhotskSeasthatconsumeandprovis ion offspring with
zooplankton,primarilyeuphausiidcrustaceansandlargecopepods (Day& Byrd 1989;
Flint & Golovkin 2002; Galletal. 2006). Annual reproductive output is reflected by
success In the hatching and rearing offspring from a single egg (Byrd&Wililams1993;
Jones 1993a, b). Here, we test the hypothesis that the productivity (and timing 0 f
breeding) of auklets covaries with ocean climate, and thatthiscovariationisconsistent
among species and breeding colonies inthe western Aleutian Islands. We considered the
correlation between productivity, large-scale ocean ciimate indices(AleutianLow
Pressure Index, PDO), and direct measures of sea surface temperatureand sea level air
pressure based on satellite data for three aukletspecies: least,whiskered and crested
auklets (Aethiopusilfo, A. pygmoeo, andA. cristatella) breeding at Buldir, Kiska, and
KasatochiinthecentralandwesternAleutianlslands,Alaska(Figure2-1). Our objectives
were to: 1) quantify relationships between auklet reproductive success and indices and
direct measures of ocean climate; 2) identify the oceanographicregionswhere
productivity-climate correlations are strongest; 3) examine the covariance in
productivity among different island breeding colonies and among differentauklet
species;and4)tobetterunderstandunderlyingmechanismsdeterminingdemographic
variation in planktivorous seabird species in the North Pacific.
Productivity (the proportion of eggs laid that produced independent young) and
phenology (mean date of hatching of eggs) were measured over18years (1990-2008) at
Main Talus, Buldir(52"22.45'N 175·54.33'E,WGS84; least, whiskered(1991-2008),and
crested auklets),ThunderingTalus, Kasatochi (S2·1O.77'N 175'3lA8'W,leastand
crestedauklets, 1996-2008) and at Sirius Point, Kiska (52"08'N l77'36'E,leastand
crested auklets, 2001-2008), in the Aleutian Islands, Alaska. No data were collected
from Buldirin 1999 or from Kiska in 2005 due to logistical constraints.
Aukletproductivity
Each year, we checked a sample of auklet breeding nest sites (rock crevices) from
late May until early August, encompassing the entire breedingseasonforallthree
species using established protocols (for details seeFraseretal. 1999; Hunteretal. 2002;
Major et al. 2006). To account for potential variability among islands, years, and
observers, one trained observer was stationed on each island in eachyeartoensure
consistency. Within each year, the same individual wDuld check the same nestsites,and
all observers used the same methods and criteria (below) for determining nest success
(Fraseretal. 1999; Major et al. 2006). We visited breeding sites every 4-7 days, and
determined their status (empty, egg, chick, adult, unknown). New sites were located
and included in the sample each year, to account for previously monitoredsitesthat
were no longer in use, but the majority of crevice nests in most year5 were sites that had
been monitored in previous years. We assumed that our annual sample of breeding
sites monitored at each colony was representative and reflectiveofproductivityateach
colony site. We considered sites active when we found an adult on twoconsecutive
visits, or we saw an egg. We scored sites as successful in fledging a chick if the chick
disappeared after 25 days (Least Auklets, Roby&Brink 1986a), 26days(CrestedAuklets,
FraseretaI.1999)or32days(WhiskeredAuklets,HunteretaI.2002)
Timing of breeding
We estimated date of hatching fora sub-sample of crevice breedingsites
monitored. We included only crevices that we scored asan egg on one visit,andasa
chick on the very next visit (4-7 days later),andweassumed hatch ingdatetohave
occurred at the midpoint between the two visits. We then used the mean hatching date
for each species-island combination in each year as a measure oftiming of breeding.
Climate and oceanographic data
We used multiple large-scale atmospheric and oceanographicclimate indices,
and evaluated their relationship to auklet reproductive success. Whilemetricsof
climate are interrelated, as might beexpected,wechoseavarietyofindicatorssinceno
one index reflects the variability of the North Pacificadequately(Bondetol.2003).The
Aleutian Low Pressure Index(ALPI,Beamish & Bouillon 1993; Beamishetal.1997)isthe
anomaly from the 1950-1997 mean of the area with pressure ~ 100.5 kPa over the area
20-70"N,120"E-120"W; positiveALPI values indicate a relative lystrongAleutianlow-
pressure system. ALPliscentredonourstudyarea(approximatelys1-s3"N,17s"E-
17S"W). The related North Pacific Index (NPI) isthe area-weighted sea-Ievel pressure
over the region boundedby30"N-6s"N and 160"E-140"W(Trenberth & Hurrell 1994).
The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) isa temporally long (20-30years)ENsO-like
oscillalion basedonlhe leading principle componenl of sea surface lemperalure (SST)
norlhof20"N(Manluaetal,1997), Finally, the Norlh Pacific Gyre Oscillalion (NPGO) is
derived output from a model; it represents the second principal component of sea
surface heighlanomalies measured overlhe same areas aslhe PDO (Dilorenzoetal,
2008),severaloflheseindices(PDO,AlPI,NPI)havebeenrelaledloauklel
demography(Jonesetal,2002), Forsea-surfacelemperalure(ssT),weusedlhe4km
AVHRRPalhfinderVersionSdalasel(availableal
http://www,nodc.noaa,gov/salellileDala/palhfinder4km/available,hlml), We measured
SST in a SOkmz radius around each colony refleclinglhe likely foraging range of aukleIs
(Obsletal,199S;Thayeretal,2008;Wolfetal,2009b), We assessed SST during June
and July when auklelsare presenlallhe breeding colonies, Forourgeospalialapproach
(seebelow),large-scaleclimaledala, (SST and slP) overlhe NorIhPacificwerelaken
fromlhe NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (KalnayelaL 1996),
Statistical procedures
Allslalislicalleslswere performed in SPSS 16,0,2 (SPSS Inc"Chicago, USA), and
were weighted bylhe sample size of nest sites sludied each year foreachspeciesal
each island. To investigate whether there were linear trends in productivity 0 rtimingof
breeding over time, we used a linear regression for each species-island combination
We used nonparametriccorrelations (Spearman's p) to look for covariance among and
belweenspeciesandislands(Byrdelal,2008), To control for mulliplecomparisons, we
used the False Discovery Rate (Benjamini & Hochberg 199s),which is less restrictive and
morepowerfulthanaBonferroni-typefamily-wisecorrection(Garcia2004;Grosboiset
01.2008). Weusep<0.10todeterminesignificance. Setting a highera level is desired
when the sample size (in this case, number of years) is low, to increase the power to
detect a relationship when one is present (Lebreton etol. 1992; Fieldetol.2004;
Grosboisetol.2008).Thisapproachhasbeenusedregularlyinother studies of seabirds
in the North Pacific(e.g.,Abraham&sydeman 2004; Byrdetol. 2008)
We used a three-step process to investigate relationships among ocean climate
andaukletproductivity. First, we used Spearman rank correlations to search for
potential relationships to include in a statistical model (seebelow). Second, as this
analysis does not account for spatial variability in variables (e.g., SST and SLP),we
examined spatial correlations to provide inference regardingspatialvariability(Szep&
M0I1er200s;Schroederetol.2009;Watanukietol.2009);welimited this analysis to the
Buldirand Kasatochi time series which were > lOy in duration. Spearman correlation
coefficients between reproductive success and SLP or SST were rnappedovertheNorth
PacificandBeringSeaandareasofsignificantcorrelations(p<O.10) were delineated.
We used generalized linear models with a binomial logit-linkfunction (a logistic
regression approach), to select the most important climate variables. Variable selection
was based upon quasi-Akaike's Information Criteria adjustedfor small sample sizes
(QAIC,j and extra-binomial variation by including an estimate of model deviance (e
=modeldeviance/dffortheglobalmodel). We chose this information-theoretic
approach rather than a null-hypothesis testing because the variationinthedependent
variable (productivity) was generally small (9-16% among all species and all islands;
Grosbois et 0/. 2008). We considered the model with the lowest QAI4 value to be the
best fitting model to the data (Burnham & Anderson 2002). We constructed 120prioiri
models composed of biologically plausible combinations of five variables of interest,
including a Null Model (intercept only) and a Global Modelthatincluded all additive
terms and their interactions for species, and islands. Once the best-fitting model was
identified,the climate and oceanographic covariates of interest,andbiologically
important interaction terms were added to subsequent models to examine the effect of
climate, a similar procedure to the modelling of recapture rate andthensurvivalratein
mark-recapture studies (Lebreton etal. 1992; Grosboisetal.2008). We only included
potential climate covariates that were correlated significantIywith auklet reproductive
performance in our preliminary assessment (see above). This decreases the number of
candidate models, and reduces the risk of multi-collinearity incovariates(Grosboisetol.
2008). Models with t.QAIC, > 2 were considered to have substantially less support, and
overall model support was assessed using Akaike weights (WI, Burnham & Anderson
2002). This was done on both the full dataset, and again using data from BuIdirand
Kasatochionly, as in thegeospatial analysis. This is because the dataset from Kiska is
shorter(7years),andbecauseKiskaisanomalousinthatisalsohas introduced
predators that affect auklet reproductive performance. Finally, we used the estimated
marginal means (EMMs) from the top-ranked generalized linear model to examine
differencesamongspeciesandislands,anddifferenceswereconsidered significant if
95% confidence intervals did not overlap.
We studied between 23-215 breeding pairs of each species on each island in
each year (total = 7733 breeding sites over all years and all species, Appendix1,Figure2-
2). Auklet productivity ranged from 0.10 to 0.85 chicks/nest for most species for most
years, with 2001 and 2002 being unusually low at Kiska and 2003 beinganunusuallylow
at Buldir (Appendix 2)
linear regression identified only one significant trend in reprod uctive success (or
phenology Appendix 2),that being an increase in reproductivesuccessovertimefor
least auklets at Kiska, our shortest dataset (p= 0.012,all otherp<O.l1),weusedraw
data,notdetrendedvalues,forfurthercomparisons.
Reproductivesuccesswascorrelatedmorefrequentlythanphenology, and all
significant correlations were positive (in phase; Table 2-2). There was a general pattern
of correlation among species within islands, and using our shortest time series (Kiskal,
nine often correlations are positive despite the small samplesize(n=7years),providing
reasonably strong evidence of covariation (Figure 2-2).
Timing of breeding was rarely correlated among species or islands; crested auklet
timing of breeding at Buldirand Kiskawascorrelated positively (Table 2-1).
Relationships to climate indices
Productivity was related frequently and significantly to ocean climate indices
(Table 2-3). Of the climate covariates we considered,theAleutian LowPressurelndex
(ALPI) and the winter and spring North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO) were most often
related toauklet productivity.
Geospatial mapping of climate and reproductive success correiations
In four cases, geospatial correlation analysis found that reproductive success was
correlated with winter (December-January-February) SST (Figure 2-3), but in different
areas of the North Pacific. Productivity of least and crestedaukletsat Buldirwas
negativelycorrelatedwithSSTintheGulfofAlaskaregion,whilethatofwhiskered
aukletson Buldirwas positively related to SST in the western BeringSea. The spatial
correlation pattern for least auklets on Buldirischaracterizedbyanegativecorrelation
along the American west coast and a positive correlation inthecentral North Pacific,
reminiscent of the SST pattern ofa negative PDO (Mantua etol. 1997), although the PDO
pattern does not have another action centre with the opposingsigninthewestern
North Pacific. Reproductive success of crested aukletson Kasatochiwereposit ively
related to SST in the northwestern Pacific Ocean between40-S0"N (Figure 2-3). The only
relationship between reproductive success and spring (March, April,May)SSTwasfor
whiskeredaukletsbreedingatBuldir,andthepatternwasidentical to that for winter
SST. This pattern is similarto the second mode of SST variations (Bondet 01.2003),
whichiscioselyrelatedtotheNPGO(DiLorenzoetol.2009).Thisis consistent with the
relatively high correlation between productivity and climate indices (Table 2-3). No
significant relationships were found between reproductivesuccessandwinterSlP,and
only two for spring SLP. Whiskered auklet reproductive success on Buldirwasnegatively
related to SLP in the eastern Pacific, while that of least auklets anKasatochiwas
negatively related to the spring SLP in the western Pacific (Figu re2-4).
Factors affecting auklet productivity
Based on the results from our examination of correlation coefficientsandspatial
correlationanalysis,weinciudedonlyALPI,NPGO(winterandspring) along with local
breeding season SST as covariates in the generalized linear models. The best-fitting
model for productivity of all aukletsfrom 1990-2008 included differences among species
and islands, ALPI and the island xALPI interaction term. Noothermodelhad~QAIC,<2,
and the top model received 72% support, 3 times more than the second-best model
afteradjustingforf.;S.62 (Table 2-4). Parameter estimates are presented in Table 2-5.
Using data from only Buldirand Kasatochi,the top two models includedeffects
of species and ALPI,with one including their interaction. These models were almost
equallysupported,butweremorethan7timesmoresupportedthanthethird-ranked
modelaftercorrectingforf.;4.23 (Table 2-6)
Based on estimated marginal means (EMMs) from the full dataset, Buldir and
Kasatochi had similar reproductive success rates during the studyandbothwerehigher
than Kiska. Amongislands,crestedandwhiskeredaukletshadhigherreproduetive
success than least auklets (Table 2-7). An increased ALPI was associated with decreased
productivityamongallspeciesonallislands(~;-0.273±0.0263(S.E.);Figure2-S).
Our results indicate thatauklet reproductive success varied withlarge-scale
climate indices, and that even with a short time series for multi-island comparisons (7
yearsj, the majority (9/10) of correlations were in phase. Thecombinationofonly7
years' data from Kiska, and thepotentiallyconfoundingeffectofintroducedNorwayrats
complicate the interpretation, but performing analysis usingdata from onlyBuldirand
Kasatochi,combinedwith independent spatial correlation analysisyieldedsimilar
patterns. We note, however, that the oscillation between 'warm' and 'cold' phases of
the Pacific Ocean may be masked or accentuated by increasing globaltemperatures
(d'Orgeville&Peltier2009),andsoourcorrelationsshouldbetreated as minimum
Interestingly, we found no evidence of linear trends in ourreproductlvesuccess
orphenologydata,contrarytothatfoundinpiscivorousseabirdsinthePribiloflslands
(Byrdetal. 2008) and North Atlantic (Gaston etal. 2005; Moeetal.2009). It is likely
that our relatively short time series overall (19 years) was insufficientto doeument
potentialclimate-linkedtrendsinproduetivity.
Reproductive success tended to be more correlated among species 0 nthesame
island than for any single speeies among islands. Least and erested auklets tend to
provlsion their chicks with diets consisting ofeuphausiids and calanoid cope pods
(Bedard 1969a; Day& Byrd 1989; HuntJr. & Harrison 1990),sotheobserved pattern
suggeststhatgeneralpreyavailabilitydiffereneesamongbreedingsiteswasmore
important that species-specific factors. Several studies have now examined the
relationships between climate indiees or loeal oeeanographieeonditions and timing of
breeding in the Alcidae, and found trends for earlier breeding (Gastonetal. 2005; Moe
etal.2009),laterbreeding(Byrdetaf.2008;Wanlessetaf.2009),ornotrendovertime
(Abraham&5ydeman2004;Durantetaf.2004,thisstudy). Whilesnoweover,and
eonsequentlyairtemperature, may delay auklet nesting at northern eolonies (Sealy
1975; Moeetal. 2009),breedingeolonies in the Aleutian Islandsaresnow-freewhen
aukletsinitiate nesting in lateMayorearlyJune(authors'pers. obs.)
The influenee of climate on reproductive performance
Overall,a higher Aleutian Low Pressure Index (ALPI), whieh correspondedwitha
stronger, more intense Aleutian low-pressure system, was associated with decreased
productivity in least, whiskered and erested aukletsaerossthei r range in the Aleutian
Islands, Alaska, although the magnitude of this relationshipwas variable among species
and islands. A stronger Aleutian low is supposed to correspond with a largerspringalgal
bloomintheBeringsea(lida&saitoh2007),butalsopossiblywitha decrease in
zooplankton biomass due to cold temperature limitation (Walsh & McRoy 1986; Huntley
& Lopez 1992; Pinchuketal. 2008). In the eastern Bering Sea, warmer SST (and positive
values of PDO) were predicted to result in a decrease in zooplankton biomass in surface
watersduringtheauklets'breedingseason(Coyleetal.2008;Jinetal.2009),likely
caused by the copepods' early descent in the water column to undergodiapause(Milier
etal. 1984; Miller&Nielson 1988). In the northern Bering Sea, auklets are less selective
in the prey species they choose when zooplankton abundance is low (Springer &
Roseneau 1985; HuntJr.& Harrison 1990; Russelletal. 1999). Under these conditions,
preyspeciesthatarenottypicallyexploitedbyaukletsbecauseoftheir lower energy
content(e.g.,Calanusmarshallae)aremoreprevalentinadultandchickdiet. The same
could be true in the Aleutian IslandsduringastrongerAleutian 10w,leadingtoa
decrease in productivity. Survival of auklet chicks has been shown to be related to the
quality of prey items delivered by their parents (Gall etal. 2006). In the northern
California Current System, Cassin'sauklets have low reproductivesuccessinwarmyears
when biomass of their main prey species. Neoca/anus cristatus, was early, and
consequently not abundant in chicks' diet (sydeman etal. 2006). Wedo not believe that
such a mismatch occurred with Aethia auklets in the Aleutian Islands, as chick diet
composition has been relatively constant over our study period (authors'unpubl.data)
Aside from indirect effects of ocean climate via effects on productivitY,direet
effects are also possible and non-mutually exclusive to indirect effects (Joneseta/.
2007). Heavy rainfall during early chick rearing can flood nestingereviees,resultingin
ehiekdeath(authors'personalobservation). The relative importance of such local,
atypical effects as compared with prey availability is unknown.
Another direct affeet of stormy weather eQuid operate via increasedwaveaction,
that is thought to decrease availability of zooplankton to predators (Wroblewski &
Richman 1987). Unfortunately, land-based field observational studies (such asours)
alonedonotprovidedireetinformationonplanktonavailability,andaretherefore
inadequate to confirm the relative roles of direct and indirect effects of ocean climate
on auklet breeding success.
Conveniently, our three study islands lie nearly at the centre 0 fthegeographie
area used forALPI calculations. ALPI isalso measured over the period December-March,
and other studies have found significant relationships betweenseabirdreproductive
performance and winter climate (Abraham &Sydeman 2004; Durant et a/. 2006; Byrd et
a/.2008;Sandviketa/.2008j,presumablythroughclimate-mediated controls on prey
development, abundance and distribution (Kitaysky &Golubova 2000; Frederiksen eta/.
2006; Byrdeta/. 2008). We previously found that adult survival in whiskered auklets
eovaried with ALPI aswell,througheitherdireet (negative effectsofa stormy North
Pacific) or indirect effects (Le., bottom-up control of food supplies,Jonesetal.Z007).
This contrasts partly with recent findings that reproductive suecessinCassin'sauklet
(Ptychoromphusoleuticus) is driven by local factors ratherthanlarge-scaleclimatic
variables(Wolfetol.Z009b). Cassin's auklet chicks are fed only at night by their
nocturnally-active parents, grow slower and take much longer to fiedgethanAethio
auklets(Ydenberg1989),meaningthatthereisalargertimeframe over which nocturnal
species'reproductivesuccessmaybeaffectedbyclimaticvariation. Cassin'sAuklets
breed from southern California to the Aleutian Islands, and so large-scaleclimate
variation is likely to be inherently more variable over their ra nge than that of Aethia
auklets in our study. Pacific-wide climate patterns affect the coasts of California, British
Columbia, and Alaska differently and span several oceanicdomains (California Current,
North Pacific Current, Alaska Coastal Current). Our study of aukIets in the Aleutian
Islands spans one oceanic domain where large-scale climate effects would likeiy be more
consistentthanthoseexperiencedbyCassin'sAukletsinthestudybyWolfetal
(Z009b).
The NPGO isan index of sea surface height and temperatureanomaliesoverllO-
180o WandZ5-6Z0N(DiLorenzoetol.Z008),andtendstoexplainmore of the SST
anomalythanthePDO(Bondetol.Z003). It is controlled largely by basin-wide
variations in upwelling and advection in the ocean, and therefore influences nutrient
abundance and salinity directly (Di Lorenzoetol. Z009l,which in turn affects the
abundanceofplankton(DiLorenzoetol.Z008). In all cases where the relationship
between Aleutian auklet productivity and either winter orspringNPGOwassignificant,
the relationship was negative such thata higher NPGO indexcorrespondedwithlower
reproductive success. Ahigh NPGO is associated with a stronger Aleutian Gyre in the
GulfofAlaska, and a stronger North Pacific Current, the main warm-water current that
runswest-to-eastalongthesouth of the Aleutian chain at about 40-S0'N. Furthermore,
the NPGO mode has been strengthening since about 1993 (Bond etal. 2003; Di Lorenzo
etal.2008),andmaybetheresultofanthropogenicclimatechange(DiLorenzoetal
2008). Furthermore, the NPGO and the Aleutian low-pressure system are linked to EI
NiiioSouthernOscillation(ENSO)dynamics. There isan atmosphericteleconnection
between the Aleutian lowand ENSO, and the North PacificOscillation (which is related
totheNPGO) leads ENSO by approximately 8-12 months (Di Lorenzoetal. 2010).
Biologically, this means that there should be concern abouttheAleutianlslands
population of auklets, as both increased ALPI and NPGOare relatedtodecreased
reproductive success, likely through a bottom-up mechanism of limiting prey availability
during either the pre-breeding period (Schroederetal. 2009),0rduringchickrearing
(Galletal.2006). Combined with vegetative succession (Roby& Brink 1986b),and the
detrimentaleffectsofratsatKiska(Majoretal.2006),theeffects of oceanography or
climate may be masked or dampened by colony effects
Geospatial mapping of climate and reproductive success
Thestrongestgeospatialcorrelationsprovidedevidencethatreproductive
successofleastaukletson Buldir might be related tothe PDO based on winter SST
correlations (Figure 2-3). Similarly, the correlation map for whiskered auklet
reproductive success on Buldirand winter/spring SST (Figure 2-3) resembled the Victoria
mode of SST anomalies (Bond etal. 2003). The Victoria mode is the atmospheric
expression of the NPGO in the North Pacific Oscillation, an atmosphericSlPpattern,
although we again found weak correlations, possibly because ofourshort time scale.
The negative relationship between auklet productivity and winterSSTintheGulf
of Alaska further suggests a bottom-up mechanism. Warmer SST is related to earlier
timingoflifehistoryeventsbycopepods(Mackasetal.2007),inc1udingdiapause,which
may render the copepods unavailable to auklets (Goldblattetal. 1999; Richardson
2008). Data from continuous plankton recorders in the North Pacificshowedamarked
decrease in copepod abundance in winter (December-March), although smaller numbers
may remain accessible to seabird predators (Fortetol. 2010).
Criticaltoan understandingofgeospatial patterns of demography/oceanography
relationships in seabirds isan understanding of the birds' spatialdistributionduringthe
time of interest, which in ourcase is winter and spring. Knowledge of the non-breeding
distributions of Aethio auklets, especially from the ice-free Aleutians, is poor. Whiskered
auklets are believed to be non-migratory,spendingwintersinthe vicinity of the
breeding colony (Stejneger 188S; Konyukhov&Zubakin 1994;Zubakin&Konyukhov
1994; Gibson & Byrd 2007). Crested aukletswinter in the eastern Aleutians, particularly
in productive upwelling areas such as Unimak Pass (Renneretal. 20OB;Sydemanetal.
201O),andleastaukletsaremoreabundantinthewesternPacificduring the winter and
spring (Vyatkin 1981;Sydemanetal. 2010), and some winter in theSea of Japan off the
coastofPrimoye, Russia (Shuntov 1965;Velizhanin 1977a; Kondratyevetal.2ODO),
although the extent of mixing between Russian and North American populations is
unknown. Nevertheless, large-scale climate patterns would be expected to inf1uence
the species differently during the winter, but as the relationships between ALPI and
productivityamongallspeciesonallislandswassimilar,thediffering effects may
manifest ina similar way.
Other factors affecting reproductive success
Alispecies'reproductivesuccesswasnegativelyrelatedtotheALPlacrossal1
islands generally, but local factors must also have been important. These factors
included variable abundance and predation by avian predationsuchasGlaucous-winged
Gulls (Larusglaucescens),Peregrine Falcons (Falcaperegrinus),and/orBaldEagles
(Hafiaeetusleucocephalus),and rainstorms during peak hatching periods when chicks
were vulnerable to chilling, and earthquakes collapsing crevices. An extreme example of
local effectswastheAugust7,2008eruptionat Kasatochi buried theentireauklet
colonysiteunderthousandsoftonsofhotvolcanicash,entombing late aukletchicks
and any accompanying adults (Williams et al. 2010). Another example is introduced
Norway rats that have been present at Kiska since the 1940's (Murie19s9),whichwere
thought to be implicated in severe reproductive failure in least auklets there in 2001 and
2002 (Majoretol. 2006). Aukletsform a considerable portion of the rats' diet, and
caches of dead birds were found annually, beingespeciallylargein the years of breeding
failure (Major et 01. 2007).
productivity and storminess influences variation In Aleutian Aethia auklet reproductive
performance. Colony-specific effects, such as variation in the abundance and behaviour
of naturally occurring and introduced predators,vegetativesuccession, and even seismic
and volcanic activity must also be considered.
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Figure 2-1. Mapofthe North Pacific Ocean indicating productivity measurementstudy
sites at Buldir, Kiska, and Kasatochi islands, Aleutian Islands,Alaska.
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Figure 2-2. Productivity anomalies (differences from the overall mean) of least,crested
and whiskered auklets at Buldir, Kiskaand Kasatochi,Aleutian Islands, Alaska during
Buldir
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Figure 2-3. Biogeography of Spearman correlation coefficients between least,crested
and whiskered auklet productivity at Buldirand Kasatochiandwinter sea-surface
temperature (SST). Contours indicate significant (p< 0.10) Spearman correlations,with
the assumption that each year's productivity measure was indepen dent.
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Figure 2-4. Biogeography of Spearman correlation coefficients between least, crested
and whiskered auklet reproductive success at Buldirand Kasatochi,andspringsea-Ievel
pressure. Contoursindicatesignificant(p<O.10) Spearman correlations, with the
assumption that each year's productivity measure was independent
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Figure 2-5. Productivity (number offledglings!number of eggs laidl of least,crested and
whiskeredaukletsat Buldir, Kiska, and Kasatochi during 1990-2008 showing the
generally negative relationship with the Aleutian LowPressure Index (ALPI), least
auklets, Buldir(slopes:-0.0096),Kiska (-0.0657), Kasatochi (-0.0045); crested auklets,
Buldir(-0.0281),Kiska(-0.0320),Kasatochi(-0.0169);whiskeredauklets,Buldir(-0.0372).
Table 2-1. spearman'spcorrelation matrix for breeding phenology (mean hatchdate)of
least(lEAU),crested(CRAU),andwhiskeredauklets(WHAU)atBuIdir,Kiska,and
Kasatochi in the Aleutian Islands from 1990-2008. Significant correlations after
correcting for false discovery date (see text) are indicated with *.
Table 2-2. spearman'spcorrelationmatrixforproductivityofleast(LEAU),crested
(CRAU),andwhiskeredauklets(WHAU)atBuldir, Kiska, and Kasatochi in the Aleutian
Islands from 1990-2008. Significant correlations after correcting for false discovery date
(seetext)areindicatedwith*.
Table 2-3. Spearman's p correlations for productivity and climate indices for least
(LEAU),crested (CRAU),andwhiskered auklets (WHAU) at Buldir,Kiska,andKasatochiin
the Aleutian Islands from 1990-2008. Significant correlations after correcting for false
discovery date (see text) are indicated with *
Table 2-4. Summary of the model set for predicting productivity of least, crested,and
whiskered aukletsatBuldir, Kiska, and Kasatochi,Aleutianls lands, Alaska from 1990-
l+s+NPGO/OJF
l+s+NPGO/MAM
Intercept Only
*Note:ModelsaresortedbyincreasingQAI(,(quasiAkaike'sinformationcriteria
corrected for small sample size) value with the most parsimonious model at the top.
Akaikeweight (w;) isthe likelihoodthata given model of the model set isthe best
approximation of the data. Model parameters: I: Island,S: Species,ALPI:AleutianLow
Pressure Index, NPGO: North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (DJF: December-March;MAM:
March-MaY),55T:5ea5urfaceTemperature. Model corrected forc= 5.62.
Table 2-5. Parameter estimates from the top-ranked generalized linear model (Table 2-
4) for productivityofleast,crested,and whiskered aukletsat Buldir, Kiska, and
Kasatochi,Aleutianlslandsfrom1990-2008.
x' df p-value
aThis parameter is set to 0 because it is redundant.
Table 2-6. Summary of the model set explaining productivity of least, crested,and
whiskered auklets in the Aleutian Islands from 1990-2008 using 0 nlydatafromBuldir
s+NPGo!DJF
s+NPGo!MAM
Intercept Only
*Note: Models are sorted by increasing QAIc" (quasi Akaike's informationcriteria
corrected for small sample size) value with the most parsimonious model at the top.
Akaikeweight (w,l isthe likelihood that a given model of the model set is the best
approximation of the data. Model parameters: I: Island,s:specieS,ALPI:AleutianLow
Pressure Index, NPGo: North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (DJF: December-March;MAM·
March-May), SST: Sea Surface Temperature. Modelcorrectedforc=4.23
Table 2-7. Estimated marginal mean (EMM) productivity for least, crested and
derived from the top-ranked generalized linear model. Differenceswereconsidered
significant when confidence intervals do not overlap.
CHAPTER 3: DIET OF AUKLET CHICKS IN THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS, ALASKA:
SIMILARITY AMONG ISLANDS, INTER-SPECIES OVERLAP, AND RELATIONSHIPS
Alexanderl. Bond" Ian l.Jones',JeffreyC.Wiliiams'andG.Vernon Byrd'
'Department of Biology, Memorial UniversityofNewfoundland,St.John's,
Newfoundland and labrador, AlB 3X9 Canada
'Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge, U.S. Fish and Wild Iife Service, 95 Sterling
Highway,Suitel,Homer,Alaska,99603U.S.A
Seabirdsareeffectivesamplersofthemarineenvironment/andcan be used to
measure resource partitioning among species and sites via food 10ads destined for
chicks. We examined the composition, overlap, and relationships to changingclimate
and oceanographyof3216 food loads from least, Crested,and WhiskeredAuklets
(Aethia pusilla, A. cristatella, A. pygmaea) breeding in Alaska, during1993-2006. Meals
comprised calanoid copepods (Neocalanus spp.) and euphausiid5 (Thysanaessaspp.)
that reflect secondary marine productivity, with no difference amongBuldir,Kiska,and
Kasatochi islands across S8S km of the Aleutian Islands. Meals were very similar among
species (mean least-CrestedAukletoverlapC;0.68; least-WhiskeredAukletoverlapC;
0.96) and among sites, indicating limited partitioning of prey resourcesforauklets
feeding chicks. The biomass of cope pods and euphausiids in least and Crested Auklet
food loads was related negatively to the summer (June-July-August) North Pacific Gyre
Osciliation,whileinWhiskeredAukletsfoodloadsthiswasnegatively related to the
winter (December-January-February) Pacific Decadal Oscillation, both of which track
basin-wide sea-surface temperature (SST) anomalies. We found a significant quadratic
relationship between the biomass ofcalanoid copepods in least Aukletfoodloadsatall
three study sites and summer (June-July) SST, with maximal copepod biomass between
3-6'C (r'; 0.71). Outsidethistemperaturerange,zooplanktonbecomeslessavailableto
aukletsthrough delayed development. Overall,ourresultssuggestthat auklets are able
to buffer climate-mediated bottom-up forcing of demographic parameters like
productivity, as the composition of chick meals has remained constant over our study.
Seabirds are useful models for investigating dietary resource useandoverlapina
community setting. In particular, seabird nestling diets reflect availability, desirability,
and perhaps competition for prey in a changing marine environment (Cairns 1987; Piatt
etol.2007).Duringthebreedingseason,parentsaretiedtotheirbreedingsites,as
chicks cannot feed themselves for several weeks in most species (Hameretol.2002)
Forced into becoming central-place foragers, adults must balanee their own energetic
food resources are potentially limiting, and where adults may experiencebottom-up
control (Furness & Birkhead 1984)
Ecologists have long been interested in howmultiplesimilarspeciescoexistin
stable communities (Darwin 1859; Wallace 1876), leading to the development of the
concepts of "niche" and "niche overlap" (Grinnell 1917; Geisel 1955; Hutchinson 1957;
Pianka 1974). Theideathattwoormorespeciescannotoccupythesamenicheinspace
and time ("competitiveexdusion principle"; Gause 1934) hasledtoinnumerablestudies
of how species accommodate their ecological similarity (Hubbell 2001; Chase & Leibold
2003). This overlap can be reduced byexpioitingdifferentresources, or by exploiting
the same resources but in different areas orat different times, especiallyduringpeak
resource demand (Schwemmer et 01. 2008). Decreasing competition would be expected
to benefit individual survival and reproductive success (Hutch inson1957),andis
therefore central to studies of demography. Thecoexistenceoffivesmallplanktivorous
auklet(Alcidae,generaAethiaandPtycharamphuslintheAleutian Islands (Jones 1999;
all five breeding at Buldir Island,Alaskal thus presents a potentialtestcasefor
evaluating hypotheses about food resource competition.
Seabirds could act as sentinels of climate change over multiplespatialand
temporalscales(Parsonsetal.2008;Durantetaf.2009l,apossibilitythat has led to
some studies relating demographic parameters (e.g., breeding success,adultsurvivallto
large-scale multivariate climate indices such asthe North Atla nticOscillation, Pacific
Decadal Oscillation, or EI Nino Southern Oscillation (e.g., Jones etal.2002;sandviketaf.
2005). Some studies invoked a bottom-up control mechanism whereby oceanographic
conditions limit prey availability (e.g., Durantetal. 2003; Ironsetal.2008;Millsetal.
2008) or cause a temporal mismatch between consumer requirements and prey
availability (e.g., Hipfner2008; Gaston etal. 2009l. Aukletforaging may pravide an ideal
subjectfortestingthe'sentinel'hypothesisasforagingbytheseplanktivoreswouldbe
expected to relate closely to secondary ocean productivity.
Inthe North Pacific Ocean, changes in climate and oceanography have been well
documented (Overlandetaf. 1999; Hare& Mantua 2000; Biondietal. 2001l. Following
a marked change in climate and oceanography in 1976-77,c1imaticvariabilityincreased
(Bondetaf.2003),seasurfacetemperature(ssTlincreased,andsea-Ievelpressure
decreased (Hare & Mantua 2000; Rodionovetal. 2005). These changes had
demographic consequences for several seabird species (e.g., Gjerdrumetol.2003;
Abraham &sydeman 2004; Chapter 2; Jones etaf. 2007; Byrdetal. 2008).
Least (Aethiapusilla, meanadultmass8Sg),Crested (A. crista tella,260g) and
Whiskered (A.pygmaea, 108 g) aukletsare planktivorous alcids endemic to the Bering
and Okhotsk seas of the North Pacific. They breed sympatrically in dense colonies on
remote islands, are socially monogamous, and share incubation and chick rearing (Byrd
& Williams 1993; Jones 1993a, b). Aukletchickdietconsistsmainlyofcalanoidcopepods
(Neacalanusspp.) and euphausiids (Thysanaessaspp.), with some amphipods,decapods,
and other invertebrates (Day& Byrd 1989; Harrison 1990; Galletal.2006). The quality
of chick diet (e.g., the amount of lipid-rich zooplankton; Robyetal. 1986) is related to
chick survival in auklets(Gall etal. 2006; Sheffield Guyetal.2009), and other seabirds
(e.g., Durantetal. 2003). Reproductive success of auklets in the Aleutian Islands may be
linked to foraging success through climate-and oceanographic-mediated processes
(Chapter 2). To explore this possibility further, we quantified aukletchick diet over the
same period as 80nd etal. (Chapter2),and investigated the relat ionship of auklet chick
diet to indices of North Pacific climate and oceanography. Sometimes it is assumed that
auklet adult and chick diets are the same, but Crested Auklet adu Its may feed heavily on
cephalopods, which were never fed to chicks (HuntJr. etal. 1998); our study therefore
focuses on food loads captured by adults and destined for their nest-bound chick
Previous work suggested that breeding Aethia auklets reduce inter-specificcompetition
through dietary differences (e.g., HuntJr. etal. 1998)orspatialseparation(Russelletal
1999),ideasthathavenotbeentestedatmultiplecolonysitesovertime.
Our objectives were to: 1) quantify diet of Least, Crested,and WhiskeredAuklet
chicks sampled across a 585 km span of the Aleutian Islands from 1993-2006;2)
determine diet variation among species, islands, and stage ofthebreedingseason;3)
examine relationships diet to key indices of annual oceanographicandclimatic
variability; and4) investigate correlations between chick diet and productivity as
measured by Bond etal. (Chapter 2).
Study sites & field collection
We performed this study atthree colonies: Main Talus, Buldirlsland (S2"23'N,
17S'SS'E;1993-2006,Crested,Least,andWhiskeredAuklets);Sirius Point, Kiska Island
(S2'08'N,177'36'E;2001-2006,CrestedandLeastAuklets):andTunderingTalus,
Kasatochi Island (S2'l1'N,17S'31'W; 1996-2006,Crestedand LeastAuklets).Theauklet
colonies at Buldirand Kasatochi consisted of about 105 birds, withCrestedAuklets
predominating, while at Kiskaabout 106 birds were present, mostlyLeastAuklets
(authors unpublished data). These colonies span 585 km of the Aleutian chain (Figure 3-
l),and because aukletsforage within SO km of their breeding colony(HuntJr.&
Harrison1990;Obstetal.199S;Flint&Golovkin2002j,weassumethat there was little
spatial overlap of foraging birds from different sites. There was no significant difference
in SST around aukletcolonies (data not shown; see Climatic and Oceanographiclndices
below), we assumed that auklets from all colonies experienced similar oceanographic
conditions in a given year
Adults carry food for the chick in a throat pouch (Portenko 1934),andregurgitate
this food when captured ina noose carpet or mist net (Jonesetal. 2002; Jones etaf.
2004; Jones etal. 2007). We sampled food regurgitated by adults throughout the chick-
rearing period (late June-early August) in each year. Each year, we collected food
samples in the same 24-hour period over 2-calendar days duringearIY,mid,andlate
chickrearingoneachisland,weatherpermilling. Early was defined as roughly when
50% of chicks had hatched (late June or early July); mid was defined astheperiodwhen
all chicks had hatched (mid July, about 10 days following the first collection period); and
fatewasdefinedaslOdaysafterthesecondcoliectionUustbeforethestartoffledging).
Fora subset of samples where regurgitated food was clearly delineated(e.g.,not
overlappingwithanotherregurgitatedfoodload,orwhereportions were regurgitated
down rock crevices), we estimated the percentage of food recoveredfromregurgitated
contentstothe nearest5%,and stored samples in 75% ethanol. We identified prey to
the lowest taxonomic level possible and counts of individuals were converted into wet
biomass (hereafter "biomass") using our own measurements and published data
(Appendix 4), and use biomass (or % biomass) throughout. The mass of some food loads
was estimated based on the proportion (±5%,as noted above)ofeachfoodload
collected. To compare food load mass to adult body mass, we used publisheddataon
adult body mass from auklets in the Aleutian Islands (Byrd & Willia ms1993;Jones
1993a,b)
Prey availability
AsameasureofpreyavailabilitY,weuseddatafromacontinuousplankten
recorder (CPR) during the period of chick rearing (late June to earlyAugust) 2000-2006
between 173°W-173°E and 52-54°N. Data on prey availability were unavailable south
of this area, so while some aukletsmay forage outside the "CPR area", we believe the
data are sufficient to capture inter-annual variability in mesozooplankton abundance.
The Pacific CPR program of the Sir Alister Hardy Foundation forOcean Science (sAHFOs)
provided the data. Nets were towed for 18 km at a depth < 15m; further details are in
Richardson etal. (2006). Maximum estimated diving depths for all three species are<
25m, and most dives are likely shallower (Haney 1991).
Climatic and oceanographic indices
We used multiple large-scale atmospheric and oceanographicclimate indices, as
no single index reflects the entire variability of climate oroceanographyin the North
Pacific Ocean (Bond etal. 2003). The Aleutian Low Pressure Index (ALPI,Beamish &
Bouillon 1993; Beamishetal. 1997) isthe anomaly from the 1950-1997 mean of the area
withpressureSlOo.5kPaoverthearea2o-700N,12o0E-12o0W;positiveALPlvalues
indicate a relatively strong Aleutian low-pressure system. ALPliscentredonourstudy
area(approximatelyS1-S3°N,17S0E-17S0W). The related North Pacificlndex(NPI)isthe
area-weighted sea-level pressure over the region bounded by30°N-6SoNand160oE-
1400W (Trenberth & Hurrell 1994). The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) isa long (20-30
yearsjoscillationbasedontheleadingprincipalcomponentofsea-surface temperature
(SST) northof20oN (Mantuaetol. 1997). Finally, the North Pacific Gyre Oscillation
(NPGO) is the second principal component of sea surface height anomaliesmeasured
over the same areas as the PDO, but also matches the second empirical orthogonal
function(EOF;aspatialstatisticsimilartoaprincipalcomponentscore) of SST anomalies
closely(Di Lorenzoetal. 2008). Several of these indices have beenrelatedtoauklet
demographyinpreviousstudies(Jonesetal.2002;Jonesetal.2007; Chapter 2). These
metricsofclimateareinterrelated,buteachisbasedonslightiydifferent primary
components (Trenberth & Hurrell 1994; Bondetal. 2003; DiLorenzoet al.2008). We
used seasonal averages of three monthly means (e.g., winter: December-January-
February, or DJF)forall indicesexceptALPI,which isan annual value.
For sea-surface temperature (SST), we usedthe4 km AVHRR PathfinderVersionS
dataset (available at
http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/SateliiteData/pathfinder4km/available.html). We extracted
SSTinaSOkmradiusaroundeachcolonysite,whichisthelikelyforaging range of
aukletsduringJuneandJuly(HuntJr.& Harrison 1990;Obstetal. 199S; Thayer etal.
2008;Wolfetal.2009b).
Statistical analyses
All statistical tests were conducted in SPSS 16.0.2 (SPSSlnc., Chicago,IL,USA).
For food load mass, we fitted a generalized linear mixed model for each species, using
island and food-sampling period (early, middle, or late chick rearing) as predictors of
load size for each species, and year as a random factor. We used the estimated marginal
means and 95% confidence intervals from the parameter estimates to determine
significant pairwise differences; pairswlth non-overlapping confidencelimitswere
considered to differ statistically.
To measure pair-wise dietary overlap between species within islands and within
species among islands in a given year, we used Horn's (1966) modification of Morisita's
Index (1959),as recommended by Diamond (1983). ThisprovidesanannualindexOSC
S 1,where identical diets haveC= 1,andcompletelydissimilardietshaveC=O.
Weusednonparametriccorrelations(Spearman'sp)tolookforcovariance
between overlap indices, ioad composition, prey availability andoceanographicor
climatic variables. The same approach was used to examine changes in load
composition over time. To control for multiple comparisons, we used the False
Discovery Rate and p<O.lO(Benjamini & Hochberg 1995; Garcia 2004; Grosboisetal.
2008). Selling a higher a level is desired when the sample size (in thiscase,numberof
years) is low, as this increases the power for detecting a genuine relationship between
climate and ecological variables (Lebreton etal. 1992; Fieldet al.2004;Grosboisetal.
2008).
After significant diet-climate relationships were identified,we included those
climate variables in a series of generalized linear models with a gamma function error
structure and identitylink,and used quasi-Akaike's Information Criteria adjusted for
small sample sizes and extra-binomial variation (QAIC,) for modeI selection. Usingonlya
subsetofcovariates decreases the number of candidate models, and reduces the risk of
multicollinearity (Grosbois et 01. 2008). We considered the model with the lowest QAIC,
value to be the best-fitting model to the data (Burnham & Anderson 2002). We
constructed a Null Model (intercept only) and models that includedadditivetermsand
theirinteractionsforsamplingperiods(earIY,middle,orlatechick rearing), and islands
(the Global Model). Once the best-filling model was identified,the climate and
oceanographic cDvariates of interest, and biologicallysignificant interaction terms were
added to subsequent models to examine the effect of climate (a proceduresimilar
modelling recapture rate and then survival rate in mark-recaptu restudies; Lebretonet
al. 1992; Grosboisetal. 2008). Modelswith~QAIC,>2wereconsideredtohave
substantially less support, and overall model support was assessed using Akaike weights
(denoted aswi,Burnham&Anderson 2002). This was done on both thefull dataset and
briefer (Syears),and because Kiska is anomalous because it has introduced predators
that might affect provisioning behaviour (Major etal. 2006).
We identified 40 prevtaxa categories in Least Auklet food loads (n;810),29in
Crested Aukletfoodloads(n; 1110),and 32 in Whiskered Auklet foodloads(n;486;
Appendices 5-7). Food loads were composed mainlv of Neocalonus copepods and
Thysonoessa euphausiids (Appendices 5-7). Fine taxonomic resolution was not possible
in all vears, so items were grouped for subsequent analvsis into higher-Ieveltaxaas
"Neocalanus" or "euphausiids"; other taxa (e.g., amphipods, decapods, Colonus
marshal/ae) were not included in analvses because they often comprised < 5% biomass
in anvgiven vear. Notable exceptions were for Least Auklet on Kasatochiin 1997,1999,
and 2006(18.9%,38.5%,and 13.1%decapods, respectivelv),CrestedAukletsonBuldirin
2003 (12.9% Themisto amphipods), and on Kasatochi in 2004 (20.5% Themista
amphipods;Figures3-2,3-3,3-41·
AftercorrectingfortheFalseDiscovervRate,wefoundnosignificantannual
trends in the proportion of Neocalanus or euphausiids in loads of Least,Crested/or
Whiskeredauklets(aIlP>0.12).
Food load masswasestimatedfor683Least,1071Crested,and 316Whiskered
Aukletfoodloads(64%ofthetotal). Meal size differed significantlv among sampling
periods(aIlP<0.01),butnotamongislands(aIlP>0.32). The random effectofvear
explained less than 5% of the variance in all three species. Basedon95%confidence
intervals of marginal means, load sizes increased significantlythroughout the chick-
rearing period forCrested,and Least Auklets. In Whiskered Auklets, load size was
smaller in the early than inthe mid period,and load size in the late period did not differ
from that in other periods (Table 3-1). Asapercentageofadultbodymass, Least Auklet
loads averaged 3.5-6.1% (adult mass:85g),CrestedAukletschickmeals3.2-5.7%(adult
mass: 260 g), and Whiskered Auklet chick meals 7.4-10.1% (adult mass: 118 g).
Dietary overlap and similarity among species and islands
Within-island dietary overlap between species was considerable. At Buldir,
overlap was highest between Least and Whiskered auklets, followedbyCrestedand
Whiskered auklets, and in many years, overlap between specieswas>0.90(Table3-2).
At Kasatochi,overlap between Least and Crested Auklets was higherthanthatonBuldir,
and was >0.90 in 50f 11 years (Table 3-2). At Kiska, overlap between Least and Crested
Aukletswaslow, but based on only three years' data, and small sampie sizes (Table 3-2,
Appendices5,6). Based on 95% confidence intervals given above, we conclude that at
Buldirtherewas more dietary overlap between Least and Whiskered aukletsthan
between other species, and that overlap between Least and CrestedAukletsdiffered
among three sites (Kasatochi >Buldir> Kiska). Overlap between Least and Crested
aukletsonBuldirwaspositivelycorrelatedwithoverlapbetweenLeastandWhiskered
Aukletson Buldir after correcting for the False Discovery Rate (P< 0.001).
We also used the overlap indexCasa measure of dietary similarity within species
among islands. Load composition was consistent among islands for all species. Least
Aukletdietwas identical on all islands (range of mean C for pairwise island comparisons
= 0.97-0.99; Table 3-3). Similarity in Crested Auklet loads was lower than that for Least
Auklets, but still high (range of mean Cfor pairwise island comparisons=0.72-0.90). We
conclude that load composition of Least and Crested aukletsdid not differ among islands
(Table 3-3).
Prey availability: CPR data
After correcting for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate, we
found no significant relationships between preyavailabiiity(NeocafanusstageV
biomass, and euphausiid biomass) and oceanographic of climatic indices. We also found
no relationship between auklet load composition (proportion of Neocafanusor
euphausiid biomass in chick meals) and total zooplankton biomass,Neocafanus(stageV
copepodite) biomass,oreuphausiid biomass, in planktontowsduring chick rearing in
Relation to climate/oceanographic indices
After correcting for the False Discovery Rate, we identified onlytwo significant
correlations between load composition and climate indices. The proportion of
euphausiidsinLeastAukletloadswaspositivelycorrelatedwithwinter (December-
January-February) NPGOon Buldir (p =O.72,P= 0.006), and with spring(March-April-
May)NPlonKiska(p=0.98,P=0.00s). Given the paucity of significant monotonic
correlations, and the potential for more complex relationships (e.g., parabolic; Gjerdrum
eta/.2003),weincludedallclimateandoceanographicvariablesascovariatesin
subsequent analyses
A model that included differences among islands, sampling periods,islandx
periodinteraction,andanegativerelationshiptothesummer(June-July-August) NPGO
best predicted the biomass of Neaca/anus in Crested Aukletioads. An identical model,
but with a negative relationship to winter NPGO, also receivedconsiderablesupport
The same model (covariation with summer NPGO) best predicted euphausiid biomass in
Crested Auklet loads (Table 3-4). Both Neoca/anusand euphausiid biomass in Least
Auklet loads was best predicted bya model that included differencesamongislands,
periods, period x island interaction,anda negative relationship with summer (June-July-
August) PDO (Table 3-5). A model that included onlya negative relationship with winter
(DJF) PDO best predicted the biomass of Neoca/anus and euphausiidsinWhiskered
AukletloadsonBuldir(Table3-6).
among the highly-ranked models, we investigated other possible relationships between
food load composition and SST using Neocalanus in LeastAukletdiet. Neaca/anus
accounted for most biomass in most years, and sample sizes were large on all three
islands. We found a parabolic relationship of Neocolanus biomass to local summer SST
(r';0.25). Major et al. (2006) hypothesized that introduced Norway rats (Rattus
norvegicus) could affect the provisioning behaviour of auklets at Kiska; when data from
Kiskawere excluded, the parabolic relationship of Neoco/anus biomass to SST increased
(r'; 0.71). Maximal Neoca/onus biomass occurred when summer (June-July) SST was
-4's"C, was relatively constant between 3-6"C, and declined sharply outside this range
(Figures.3-5a, b).
Correcting for False Discovery Rate, dietary overlap of Least Auklets among all
three islands was correlated with winter (DJF) NPGO, and overlap between Kiskaand
Kasatochi was related to NPGO in spring (March-April-May, MAM) and summer (June-
July-August,JJA). Within islands, overlap between Least and Crested Auklets was not
related to any climate variable at Kiska or Kasatochi. AtBuldir,LeastandWhiskered
Aukletoverlapwasrelatedtospring(MAM)NPI
Overall,ourresultsconfirmpreviousstudiesofaukletchickdiet (using adult food
loadsasa proxy) in the Aleutian Islands (Day& Byrd 1989) which indicated that Least
andWhiskeredaukletsrelyheavilyonlarge-bodiedoceaniccopepods,whereasCrested
Auklet adults also deliver a significant amount of euphausiids to their chicks. Unlike
studies from St. Paul Island in the Pribiloflslands, andonthecontinentalshelfandshelf
break,wefoundveryfewCa/anusmarsha/faeinchickmealsofthethreespecies. The
amountolC.morsholloe,aneritieeopepod,inehiekmealswasnegativelyrelatedto
auklet ehieksurvival at eolonies on the continental shell(st. Lawrenee Island,Gall etol.
2006). UnlikethelargeroeeanieeopepodsNeoeolonusspp.,C.morsholloehaslower
lipid eontent, and Least Auklets are thought to seek out Neocalonusspp.prelerentially
over less profitable preyresourees (HuntJr.& Harrison 1990; HuntJr.1997;Russelietol.
1999). Oeeanie Neocalonus spp. eopepods (N. plumchrus, N·flemingeri,a ndN.cristotus)
arerieh in lipids and wax esters required byauklets(Robyetol. 1986). At St. Lawrenee
Island,oeeaniecopepodsareadveetedbytheAnadyrCurrent(springeretol.1989),and
eontributeto higherehicksurvival (Galletol. 2006; Sheffield Guyetol.2009).sueh
oeeanographielrontseoneentratezooplankton, including Neocalonusspp. (HuntJr. &
Harrison 1990; HuntJr. 1997; Russelletol. 1999)
Around St. Lawrenee Island,CrestedAukletswereolten assoeiatedwith
epibenthieadveeted euphausiid swarms (Russell etol. 1999),andtheirehieks' diet
eonsisted largely 01 Thysonoesso spp. euphausiids (Bedard 1969a;Piattetol.1990a;
Sheffield Guyetol. 2009). In addition toeuphausiids, Crested Auklets in the Aleutians
appeartoalsorelyheavilyoncalanoidcopepodstoprovisiontheirchicksinmostyears
(Appendix 5, Day&Byrd 1989),unliketheireounterpartsin the Bering Sea (Bedard
1969a; HuntJr. etol. 1981; Sheffield Guy et 01. 2009). Crested Auklets provisioning
ehieksexploit large bodied oeeanieeopepodswhen they are available (Searing 1977), in
someyearsdeliveringmealsconsistingwhollyofthese,consistent with copepods'
availability being generally greater in the oceanic domain ofthewesternAleutianlslands
(HuntJr.1997).
Much less is known about Whiskered Aukletchicks' diet. Our results agree with
previous studies of chick meals on Buldir (Day & Byrd 1989; Hunteretal.2002),but
contrast with studies of adult stomach contents in the eastern AIeutians,where
euphausiids dominated diet (Troy & Bradstreet 1991), pointing to differences in the
provisioning behaviour of adults depending on whetherself-feeding or providing meals
to chicks, or perhaps geography.
Dietary overlap and similarity among species
In the northern Bering Sea and eastern Aleutians, previous work has suggested
that distributional differences among species are related todietarydifferences(HuntJr.
etal. 1998; Russelletal. 1999). We found considerable dietary overlap between species
and among years that could bethe result of two non-exclusive hypotheses:adultauklets
acquire similar prey from different locations, or, because Neocalanu5copepodsareso
abundant (Mackasetal. 1998),competitionforthemisinsignificant. Differentspecies
of auklet may also exploit prey patches at different depths (HaneY 1991); further study
of individual diving depths is required.
(hick diet of auklets in the Aleutian Islands exhibits high interspecificoverlap
compared with other seabirds. Assuming significant overlap when (;:0.6 ((atryetal.
2009), we found nearly 80% of all (-estimates were significant. Dietary overlap among
Aleutian aukiets was similar to that in other subarctic and tempe rate seabird
communities (Pearson 1968; Baltz&Morejohn 1977; Barrettetal. 1997; Gonzalez-Solis
etal.1997;Minich2007),andgenerallyhigherthanthatintropicalcommunities
(Ashmole & Ashmole 1967; Diamond 1983;Catryetal. 2009). Overlapamongauklets
was also higher than among seabirds atthe more diverse subantarcticCrozetlsland
(Ridoux1994). While this high degree of overlap is noteworthy, itagreeswiththe
prediction that overlap is greater in temperate and sub-polar communities where small
numbers of exploited prey taxa are very abundant (Diamond 1983). Dietary overlap was
greaterintheAleutiansthanamongaukletsbreedingatst.Matthewlslandinthe
northern Bering Sea, where overlap between Least and Crested AukletsofC=0.52was
atthe lower end of the values we recorded (Harrison 1990).
To our knowledge, ours isthe first study of dietary overlap over a large range of
years, and we have shown that there is considerable variation from yearto year and
among sites, highlighting the need for long-term investigations to elucidate the
ecological relationships among closely-related members of the same foraging guild in
the context of coexistence. Dietary overlap at multiple sites has received little attention.
We found that Least Auklet chick diet across the Aleutian Islandswas nearly identical in
all years and exhibited high overlap between islands. These trends, combined with lack
ofinterannuaidifferencesintheproportionofNeocalanU50reuphausiids in chick diet,
suggest that auklets were able to locate suitable prey for their chicks in most conditions.
Overlap was lower between islands for Crested Auklets but was significant, further
supportingtheinterpretationthatchickdietissimilaramongaII three sites. Previous
research at Kiska quantified near failure of Least Auklet breed ingin 2001 and 2002,with
productivity in those years being far lower than recordedatanyLeast Auklet colony in
any year anywhere in Alaska (Majoretal. 2006; Chapter 2). Most breeding sites failed
during the chick rearing stage, with rat activity and nutritionalstressbeingexplanatory
hypotheses. Our results here are relevant to this issue because we found nodifference
in Least Auklet chick diet (C =0.99) between Buldir(whereauklets had high productivity;
Chapter 2) and Kiska. Food load composition did not correlate with breeding failure at
Kiska,norwasitaberrantinanywayintheyearsoffailure. This adds to the evidence
that introduced Norway rats were responsibleforaukletbreedingfailurein2001and
Food load mass varied across sampling periods within the breedingseasoninall
three species. In Least and Crested Auklets (andto a certain extent in Whiskered
Auklets),food load mass increased asthe breeding season progressed,paralleling
increased energy demands of the chicks. Food load mass in the Least Aukletwas smaller
in our study than load size recorded on the Pribiloflslands, (5. 28g, Roby& Brink1986a,
cf.Table3-1). If energy requirements of Least Auklet chicks are the same in the Pribilof
and Aleutian islands, then adults in the latter location must deliverfood tothe chicks
more frequently (Roby& Brink1986a; Roby1991). To our knowledge, there are no data
from Crested or Whiskered auklets to make similar comparisons. The Dovekie (Aile olle),
similar to auklets ecologically, adapts to changes in zooplankton abundance by
increasing the rate of food load deliveries to chicks (Jakubasetol.2007).
Load size was larger relative to adult body mass in the Whiskered Aukletthanin
LeastorCrestedauklets.WhiskeredAukletparentsprovisiontheir chicks only once or
twice per night (Konyukhovetal. 2000),much less than the other species (Roby & Brink
1986a;Fraseretal.2002).WhiskeredAukletsforageintiderips closer to shore than
other auklet species (Byrd & Williams 1993), which may allow them to carry a heavier
loadoverashorterdistance. Inaddition,becausemostprovisioningofchicksis
nocturnal,adultsmaybe under pressure to deliver larger loadsto meet their chicks'
energy and growth demands (Ydenberg 1989; Hunteretal. 2002).
Relationship of food loads to prey availability, and indicesofoceanclimate
We found no relationship between preyavailabilitY,asassessedbyCPRdata
from near breeding colonies, and food load composition. Auklets generally forage in
areas of oceanic fronts and upwelling zones, which have high concen trationsof
zooplankton (Kinderetal. 1983; HuntJr.etal. 1998; Russelletal. 1999); CPR data are
averaged over an entire tow, and would not indicate the presence afupwellingareas.
The biomass of Neocalanus spp. copepods in CPR tows was also unrelated to indices of
climate or oceanography. CPRdatawerenotavailablefurthersouth,inareas
completelysurroundingourthreestudycolonies,andaukletmayhave foraged outside
this region, which may partially explain why we found no relationship between prey
abundance and abundance in food loads in a given year.
The summer North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO) predicted food load
compositionofCrestedAuklets,withahigherNPGOvaluecorrespondingwitha
decrease inthe biomass of Neocalanus copepods and euphausiids. LeastAukletfood
load composition was related to the summer Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), where a
higher PDO value corresponded with a smaller biomass of both Neoca/onuscopepods
andeuphausiids. The NPGO isan index of sea-surface height and temperature
anomaliesoverllo-18o'Wand2S-62'N(DiLorenzoeta/.2oo8),andtends to explain
more of the SST anomaly than the PDO (Bond etal. 2003). Our examination of the
relationship between local summer SST and Neocalanus biomass in Least Auklet food
loads showed a parabolic relationship, with copepod biomass peakingbetween3-6'C,
and declining significantly outside this range. Such a parabolic relationship is found
when an optimum exists, such asthe relationship between Tufted Puffin(Fratercula
cirrhata) breeding success and summerssT (Gjerdrum etal. 2003). Neaca/anus
copepodsrequirecoolertemperaturestodevelop(ideallylessthanlO'C;lkedaetal.
1990),butwhentemperaturesarecoolerthan3'C,developmentmaybedelayed
significantly asthe copepods take longer to acquire the necessary lipids to grow and
moult(Battenetal.2oo3)
Interestingly, we found a decrease in Neocalanu5copepodsin least Auklet chick
meals at temperatures above 6'C. Such temperatures should be favourable for copepod
growth and development (Ikeda etal. 1990; Battenetal. 2003),meaningthatcopepod
abundance would likely remain high. Warmer temperatures correspond with an earlier
starlofthe peak abundance of Neocalanus, and a differenceof4·Cin SST between
southernandnorlhernsamplingstationsalongthewestcoastofNorlhAmerican is
reflected in a difference of 3-4 weeks in the timing of the Neacalanus bloom (Battenet
al.2003). Despite this, the variation in local SST measured around auklet breeding
islands in June and July each year remained within the thermal limits of Neacalanus
development«10·C;lkedaetal.1990).
Implications of climate-influenced diet on demography
Many studies of relationships between climate and oceanographicindicesand
demographic parameters in seabirds suggest bottom-up control mechanisms, although
seldomarethesetestedexplicitly(e.g.,Durantetal.2004;Chapter 2; Votieretal. 2005).
In the Aleutian Islands, both adult survival and reproductivesuccessare related to large-
scale climate indices (Chapter 2; authors' unpublished data). A more detailed analysis of
the relationship between auklet demography and diet is warranted,butthesimilarityin
food load composition from year to year suggests that other factors(e.g., direct
predation, density dependence, competition, changes in adults'behaviour)are
regulatingauklet populations in the Aleutian Islands.
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Figures
Figure 3-1-Westudied aukletfood loads at Buldir, Kiska, and Kasatochiislands,
Year
Figure3-2-Crested Auklet chick diet (as inferred from adultfood loads) had greater
proportions ofeuphausiids than that of Least or Whiskered Auklets. Data are presented
asthe proportional biomass of Neocolanus copepods, euphausiids,and other prevtvpes.
Colour shades represent samples from earlv (light) mid (medium) and late (dark) chick
rearing. Data are presented for Buldir(top, 1994-2006j, Kiska (middle, 2001-2006),and
Kasatochi(bottom, 1996-2006).
Year
Figure3-3-LeastAukletchick diet (as inferred from adult food Ioads) was almost
entirely Neocalanu5 copepods. Data are presented asthe proportional biomass of
Neocalanuscopepods,euphausiids,andotherpreytypes. Colour shades represent
samples from early (light) mid (medium) and late (dark) chick rearing. Data are
presentedforBuldir(top,1994-20061,Kiska(middle,2001-2006), and Kasat.O.':h'i "_
(bottom, 1996-2006).
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Figure3-4WhiskeredAukletchickdiet(asinferredfromadultfoodloads)atBuldir
(1994-2006)wasverysimilartothatofLeastAuklets,withlargeproportionsof
copepods. Data are presented astheproportional biomass of Neocalonus copepods,
euphausiids, and other prey types. Colour shades represent samples from early (light)
mid (medium) and late (dark) chick rearing.
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Figure 3-5- The proportion ofNeocalanuscopepods in Least Auklet food loadswas
related quadratically to summer SST around all three breeding colonies(a,r'=O.25l.and
at Buldirand Kasatochionly(b,r'=O.71).
Table 3-1. The food load mass for Least, Crested,and Whiskered auklets increasesas
the breeding season progresses (early, mid,and late)atthreebreeding sites in the
Aleutian Islands, Alaska, in 1994-2006. Samples were pooled among breeding sites and
years. Values are estimated marginal means ± s.E. (n) in grams (wet weight). Values
sharingthesameletterarenotsignificantlydifferentbasedonoverlapping9s%
Early
Crested Auklet 8.27±0.83 (282)' 11.77 ±0.74 (342)' 14.78 ±0.73 (447)'
2.94±0.24(234)' 4.23 ±0.24 (249)b s.20±0.24 (200)b
Whiskered Auklet 8.02 ±0.66 (113)' 10.90 ±0.67 (108)b 9.29 ±0.70 (9s)'b
Table 3-2. The overlap among Least, Crested,and Whiskered aukletfood loadsat Buldir,
Kiska, and Kasatochiislandsin 1994-2006 is variable, but consistentlyhigh.Valuesare
presented as Horn's (1966) modification of Morisita's (1959) overiapindex(C),whereC
;0 indicates completely dissimilar diets with nooverlap,andC; 1 indicates identical
diets (Le. complete overlap).

Table 3-3. The composition of food loads of Least and Crested aukletsat Buldir, Kiska,
and Kasatochi islands in 1994-2006 are very similar. Values are presented as Horn's
(1966) modification of Morisita's (1959) overlap index (C),whereC=Oindicates
completely dissimilar diets with no overlap, and C= 1 indicates identical diets (i.e.
complete overlap).
Table 3-4. Summary of the model set for predicting the proportion of Crested Auklet
chick food load biomass represented by Neocolanus copepods and euphausiidsat Buldir,
Kiska, and Kasatochi,Aleutian Islands, Alaska from 1994 to 2006. Models are sorted by
increasing QAIC, (quasi Akaike's information criteria corrected for small sample size)
value with the most parsimonious model at the top. Akaike weight (Wi) is the likelihood
thatagiven model of the model set isthe best approximation ofthedata.Model
parameters:l:island,P:samplingperiod,ALPI:AleutianLowPressurelndex,NPGO
North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (DJF: December to February; MAM: March to May), SST'
sea surface temperature. Model corrected forc= 1.846 (Neacalanus)and1.811
(euphausiids). LlQAIC, isthe difference from the top-ranked modeI. Only the top 10
Number of parameters QAICo LlQAIC, WI
I+P+IP+NPGO/JJA
I+P+IP+NPGO/DJF
I+P+IP+NPGO/MAM
I+P+IP+NPI/DJF
I+P+IP+SST/JJ
I+P+IP+NPI/MAM
I+P+IP+PDO/DJF
I+P+IP+PDO/MAM
Euphausiids
I+P+IP+NPGO/JJA
I+P+IP+NPGO/DJF
I+P+IP+NPGO/MAM
I+P+IP+NPI/DJF
I+P+IP+SST/JJ
I+P+IP+NPI/MAM
I+P+IP+PDO/DJF
I+P+IP+PDO/MAM
Number of parameters QAIC, IIQAIC, Wi
Number of parameters QAIC, IIQAIC, W,
Table 3-5. Summary of the model set for predicting the proportion of Crested Auklet
chick food load biomass represented byNeocalanuscopepodsandeuphausiidsatBuldir,
Kiska, and Kasatochi,Aleutian Islands, Alaska from 1994 to 2006. Abbreviations are
identical to those inTable 3-4. Models not corrected becausec; 1.0. Only the top 10
Number of parameters AIC, /lAIC, W,
I+P+IP+PDO/JJA
I+P+IP+NPI/DJF
I+P+IP+NPGO/DJF
I+P+IP+NPGO/MAM
I+P+IP+PDO/MAM
I+P+IP+NPI/MAM
1819.55813.7380.00
1820.42614.6060.00
1822.82217.0020.00
1822.86416.9890.00
1824.60618.7860.00
1824.86219.0420.00
1829.56823.4670.00
1856.36850.2670.00
Euphausiids Number of parameters AIC, /lAIC, WI
I+P+IP+PDO/JJA 1805.8200.0001.00
I+P+IP+NPI/DJF 1817.94612.1260.00
I+P+IP+NPGO/DJF 1819.55813.7380.00
Euphausiids Number of parameters Ale, IIAIc" W,
I+P+IP+NPGO/MAM 1820.426 14.606 0.00
I+P+IP+PDO/MAM 1822.822 17.002 0.00
1822.86416.9890.00
1824.60618.7860.00
1824.86219.0420.00
1829.56823.4670.00
1856.36850.2670.00
Table 3-6. Summary of the model set for predicting the proportion of WhiskeredAuklet
chick food load biomass represented byNeocalanuscopepodsandeuphausiidsat Buldir,
Kiska, and Kasatochi,Aleutian Islands, Alaska from 1994 to 2006. Abbreviations are
identical to those inTable3-4. Model corrected forc; 1.1.673 (Neocalanus) and 1.668
(euphausiids).OnlythetoplOrankedmodelsareshown.
Number of parameters OAIC, 1I0A1(, w,
PDO/DJF 1127.850 0.000 0.98
PDO/JJA 1136.976 9.126 0.01
NPGO/DJF 1139.201 11.351 0.00
PDO/MAM 1139.438 11.589 0.00
NPI/MAM 1140.505 12.655 0.00
NPGO/JJA 1141.627 13.778 0.00
NPI/DJF 1142.397 14.548 0.00
55T/JJ 1142.469 14.619 0.00
NPGO/MAM 1142.880 15.030 0.00
NPI/JJA 1142.923 15.074 0.00
Euphausiids Number of parameters OAI(, 1I0A1(, w,
P+PDO/DJF 1133.4020.0000.98
P+PDO/JJA 1143.1309.7280.01
P+NPGO/DJF 1144.46611.0640.00
Euphausiids Number of parameters QAIC, ~QAlc. W;
P+PDO/MAM 1145.647 12.245 0.00
P+NPI/MAM 1146.756 13.354 0.00
P+NPGO/JJA 1147.30313.9000.00
P+NPGO/MAM 1148.358 14.956 0.00
P+NPI/DJF 1148.43515.0320.00
InlerceplOnly 1148.68315.2810.00
P+55T/JJ 1148.75915.3570.00
CHAPTER 4: RAPID BUT DELAYED PRIMARY MOULT BY ARCTIC-BREEDING
lEAST AUKLETS
Alexander L. BondI, NikolaiB. Konyukhov', and lanL.Jones'
'DepartmentofBiology,MemoriaIUniversityofNewfoundland,St. John's,
'Bird Ringing Centre of Russia, Institute of Ecology and Evolution, Russian Academy of
Sciences,VavilovaStreet,34,Moscow, 117312,Russia
Along with breeding and migration, moultisoneofthe most energetically
expensive components of birds' circannual cycles. Auklets (Alcidae, tribe Aethiini) are
apparently unique among the auks in that flight feather moult andbreedingoverlap.
We investigated the degree of overlap of primary mouitand breed inginLeastAuklets
(Aethiapusilla) at four colonies-Kiska Island (Aleutian Islands,Alaska,S2"N),St.George
Island (Priblloflslands,Alaska,S6°N),St. Paul Island (Pribi1ofislands,SrN),andCape
Ulyakhpen (Chukotka Peninsula, Russia, 64°N). Flight feather moult commenced during
incubation with up to four primaries replaced bytheendofchick rearing. We found no
difference in moult rate between adult breeders and non-breeders,orbetweenadults
andsubadultsatKiska. Adult auklets replaced their first four primaries faster and
initiated moult later at higher latitudes despite similaritiesinthelengthofthebreeding
season among colonies. Thecold-waterAnadyrCurrent,whichadvectslipid-richoceanic
Neocalanusspp.copepods, likely contributes to the increased energeticrequirementsof
Least Auklets breeding and moulting at higher latitudes. In Least Auklets and other
members of their tribe Aethiini, sequential primary moult, rather than simultaneous
moult typical of other akids, may be possible because of auklets' lower body mass, wing
loading, mass loss at hatching and foraging patterns
The regular replacement of feathers through moult is costly both in energy and
time (Murphy 1996; Rohwer et al. 2009). Despite the importance of moult, studies of
inter-annual and inter-colony variation of moult of pelagic seabirds, and possible
influencing factors are rare (Emslieetal. 1990;Underhill&Crawford1999). Becauseof
the cost of feather synthesis and the aerodynamic and thermoregu latory costs of
missing feathers, understanding patterns of moult can be crucial to investigations of
avian physiology, ecology, and behaviour (Hoye & Buttemer2011j
Auklets (Aethiini) are unusual alcids because several species moulttheirprimary
feathers sequentially beginning during the breeding season (Bedard & Sealy 1984;
Emslieetal.1990;Konyukhov2001,2009j. Most other auks moult all their flight
featherssimultaneouslyaftertheyleavethebreedingcolonY,renderingindividuals
flightless for several weeks (Stresemann &Stresemann 1966; Harris&Yule1977;Sealy
1977; Bedard 1985; Ewins1988; Harris & Wanless 1990b; Bridge 2006; Pyle 2008).
Moulting patterns for some species of auk are largely unknown (e.g.,Spectacled
Guillemot (Cepphuscarba),Craveri's Murrelet(Synthliboramphus craveri) and Japanese
Murrelet(S.wumizusume)).
The Least Auklet (Aethiapusilla) is endemic to the Bering and Okhotsk seas and
adjacent North Pacific Ocean, where they breed ata few dense colonies (Gaston & Jones
1998). In North America, major colonies are in the western Aleutian IslandS,onthe
Pribiloflslands,and inthenorthernBering Sea (Jones 1993b).In Russia, Least Auklets
breed on Ratmanov(Big Diomede) Island (Beringstrait),ontheChukotkaPeninsula,and
on islands in the Sea of Okhotsk and KuriIArchipelago(Dement'evetal. 1951; Kozlova
1957; Konyukhovetal. 1998; Kondratyevetal. ZOOO;Artukhin etal. Z001;Zelenskaya
Z009).NortherncoloniesintheBeringseaandseaofOkhotskaresurroundedbysea
ice during part of the year, whereas all Aleutian and most Kuril 151and colony sites are
ice-freeyearround(FellereretaI.ZOlO).
Moult is often timed with birds' circannual cycles (Dawson 1998; Dawson et al.
Z001),and in Least Auklets, is probably related to the timing of breeding. Auklet
breeding phenology is later at higher latitudes; e.g. Least Auklets nest 3-4 weeks later at
st. Lawrence Island (63'Z4'N) than colonies in the Aleutian Islands (Sealy 1975; Jones
1993b; Gaston & Jones 1998). We therefore predicted that the timing of moult would
showa similar gradient in Least Auklets. Such latitudinal variation in timing and rate of
moult has been observed in mammals (Todorovic 1955; King & Moody 198Z) and land
birds (Williamson & Emison 1971; Medwaldt & King 1978; Dawson et 01. ZOOO), but ours
is the first investigation of this phenomenon in marine birds.
By including data from all major breeding areas (northern Bering Sea,Pribilof
Islands, Aleutian Islands,Chukotka Peninsula),ourgoalwasta investigate how the
timing of primary replacement varied with breeding phenology, ageclass,breeding
status(breedervs.non-breeder),andlatitudeofthecolony.BecauseLeastAuklets
begin replacing flight feathers during incubation and continueth rough chick rearing, we
predicted that adults from more northerly colonies affected by sea ice and snowmelt
would moult later and faster than adults in the south. Based on previous studies we also
predicted that subadults would initiate moult later, butreplaceprimariesfasterthan
adults (Bedard & Sealy 1984; Emslieetal. 1990). Finally, we evaluated hypotheses to
explain why the tribe Aethiini is unique among the Alcidae in overlappingprimary
replacement and breeding.
Capture and moult status of wild Least Auklets
We caught Least Auklets at: Sirius Point, Kiska Island,Aleutianlslands,Alaska
(Sr08'N,177°37'E) in June-July 2008 and 2009; Ulakaia Ridge, St.Georgelsland,Pribilof
Islands, Alaska (S6°3S'N,169°3S'W) in June-August 200S; Toistoi Point, East Landing, and
Zapadni Point colonies on St. Paul Island,Pribiloflslands, Alaska(S7"ll'N,170'16'W)in
June-August2000andJune-July2004;andCapeUlyakhpenontheChukotkaPeninsula,
Russia(64°23'N,173'S4'W) in June-September 1988-1990 (Figu re4-1). Summaries of
data from St. Paul,St. George, and Cape Ulyakhpen are also presentedbyKonyukhov
(2009). Birds were caught using noose carpetsorwith a ground net placed over
breeding crevices (Konyukhov 2009). Weweighed,measured,and banded each bird,
and recorded the number of replaced and missing primaries. Adults were identified as
having a black forehead with white streaks; subadults (individualsll-13 months old)
have a brown forehead and worn flight feathers (Pyle 2008). On Kiska Island only, we
determined the apparent breeding status of each adult by resightingmarkedbirdsand
recordingwhethertheycarriedachickmeal,whichisevidentbythe distended throat
pouch (Portenko 1934; Bedard 1969a). Individuals were identified as breeders in a given
year if they were observed with chick meals at least twice during the chick-rearing
period (late June to late July). This underestimates the number of actual breeders, as
some captured birds were not seen following release and could have been breeding
elsewhere in the colony, and because some breeders whose allempt fa iledduring
incubation would not have been seen carrying chick meals (Jones etal. 2002)
At St. Paul Island,St. George Island,and Cape Ulyakhpen, newly grown primaries
were measured to the nearest 0.1 mm with callipers. At Kiska Island, we recorded the
number of newly grown and missing primaries only. We then converted feather lengths
to proportion of feather mass grown (PFMG, Underhill & Summers 1993) by assuming
that the mass deposition within each new feather was linear, and using masses of fully
grown primaries obtained from aukletsencountered dead at Kiska (all feathers) or
sampledforstable-isotopeanalysis(PlandPlO,Table4-1). PFMGispreferable,asit
describestheenergeticcostsmoreaccuratelythanmeasuredfeather lengths (Underhill
& Zucchini 1988J, and counting replaced and missingfeathersassumesthateachfeather
is energetically identical (Rohwer 2008). Statistical analyses were performed onthe
PFMGrelativetothefeathermassofthefirstfourprimaries,asonlythese are replaced
during the breeding season (see Results). Data from Kiska were converted to PFMG by
assuming that the outermost new primary was half-grown, the next outermost was 75%
grown, and all others were fully-grown. This pattern is consistent with our observations
based on measured lengths at other colonies (unpubl. data).
Museum specimens
To study Least Auklet moult outside the breeding season, we examined
specimens collected between September·January in museum collections in Canada, the
United 5tates, and Russia (Appendix 9). As with live auklets, each specimen was aged
(adultorsubadult),andmoultwasscoredas"oldfeather"(O),missingfeather(l),new
feather 25% grown (2), new feather 50% grown (3), new feather 75% grown, or new
feather fully grown (5). Values were then converted intoPFMGofal1 10 primaries
(Remisiewicz et al. 2010). Because we assumed some mixing of winter populations, and
lackedanya priori knowledge about segregation of individual Least Auklets from
different breeding areas during the non-breeding season, all specimensfrom
5eptember-Januarywere included in a single analysis
Using the mass of each primary (Table 4-1), we converted the measuredlengths
of feathers to PFMG for analysis inan Underhill-Zucchini typeS analysis (Underhill &
Zucchini 1988; Underhilletal. 1990),hereafter"U-ZS"analysis. U-ZSisusedwhen
individuals sampled have either notyetstarted,orare currently moulting primaries, and
no individual has finished primary moult at the end of the study (UnderhilletaI.1990).
U-z models use a maximum likelihood approach to estimate duration (and therefore,
rate)ofmoultanddateofmoultinitiationforagivenpopulation. Modelswere
constructed using the package'moult'in R2.12.1 (RDevelopment Core Team 2010). To
test for differences in moult parameters among groups (breeders vs.non-breeders,
adultsvs. subadults, among colonies), we used pairedt-tests. For multiple comparisons,
we corrected alpha values using both the False Discovery Rate (FDR)approach
(Benjamini& Hochberg 1995), and Dunn-Sidakcorrection (Sidak 1967)
Moult of Least Auklets at breeding colonies
The relationship between feather length and mass was not uniform among
primaries (Table 4-1); outermost primaries had greater mass per mm than did inner
On Kiskalsland,weexamined214Iivebirdsbetween8June-26July2008and
115 birds between 10June-19 July 2009. We examined 232 adult birds from St. George
Island between 30 June-s August 2005, and 143 adults between 2sJune-31 July 2007
At St. Paul Island,weexamined 310 birds between 10 June-9 August 2000, and 182 birds
between 29June-30July2004. At Cape Ulyakhpen, we captured 129 adults between 4
June-7september 1988,19sadultsbetween sJune-2sAugust1989,and 386 adults
between 2June-31August 1990. We found that least Auklets begin growing uptofour
primary feathers sequentially during late incubation and earlychickrearing.
Because of the small numberofadult birds examined on Kiska in2009(n=65),it
was not possible to construct a meaningful U-Z model for this group, so it was removed
from subsequent analysis.
Multiple comparisons were identical using both the FDR and Dunn-Sidak
correction. The duration of primary moult did not differ between breeders and non-
breeders(t153=0.8o,p=0.42),orbetweenadultsandsubadults(t2o,=0.21,p=0.84)at
Kiskalsland. Breeding and non-breeding adults began primary moult at the sametime
(t1S3=0.75,p=0.45),andwiththesameamountofindividualvariation in start date (t153
=1.37,p=0.17),butsubadultsbeganmoult18dayslaterthanadultS(t209=2.66,p<
0.009),andweremuchmorevariableintheirmoultstartdate(t209=12.7o,p<0.001;
Table 4-2).
There were few differences among colonies in the duration of primary moult,
with auklets at Cape Ulyakhpen moulting faster than those in the Pribilofs in 2004 and
2005 (both p<0.001,FDR<0.0002). The start of primary moult could be described by
three groups: auklets in the Aleutians (Kiska 2008) + Pribilofs (5t. Paul 2oo4,St.George
2005) began the earliest, followed by the Pribilofs (5t. George 2o07,St. Paul 2000)+
Chukotka(CapeUlyakhpen1989,199o),withbirdsatCapeUlyakhpen initiating moult
the latest (Table 4-3). Variation in the start date was generally higher at southern
colonies(Aleutians,Pribilofs)thanatcoloniesontheChukotka Peninsula (Table 4-3)
Start date SD was similar at Cape Ulyakhpen in 1988& 1990 and St. Pa ul in 2000 (all p>
0.14)' and at Cape Ulyakhpen in 1989 andSt. George in 2007 (p = 0.86); all other
colonies were significantly different from each other (Table 4-3).
Museum specimens
We examined 66 museum skins collected between September and January.
Some birds had completed primary moult by the end of September, and others a month
later. No birds were moulting primaries after 27 November (Table 4-4).
LeastAukletsreplacetheinnermostprimaryfeathersatthebreedingcolony
during chick rearing, and complete primary moult by October or November. Our results
contrast with moult patterns of the closely related Cassin's Auklet(Ptychoramphus
afeuticus) in which subadults tend to moult primary feathers faster,presumablybecause
the costs of breeding reduce the amount of energy and resources available for moulting
(EmslieetaI.1990). We found no difference: adults (breeders, and non-breeders or
failed breeders) moulted at the same rate as subadults. Bedard and Sealy (1984) also
found no difference inwing moult progress between adult breeders and failed breeders.
Bedard and Sealy (1984: 467) defined "subadults" as "birds intheirsecondsummerafter
hatching and in their first Alternate (I) plumage" (i.e.-23-2S monthsold),whereaswe
believe that these birds were in their first summer after hatching,henceonlyll-13
months old (Pyle 2008).
Oneofthe most distinctive features of subadults is their extremelywornand
faded flight feathers (Jones 1993; originally grown a yearbeforeasa nestling), which are
certainly in need of replacement. subadultsbeganmoult18dayslaterthanadults,and
individuais were much more variable in when they would start moulting than adults.
Individuals in better body condition can produce feathers of higher quality (Barta et al.
2oo8),and although subadult Least Auklets havea lower body massthan adults (Jones
1993b), they are no more variable (authors' unpublished data). Pre-breeding birds,
however, do not need to carry nutrient reserves required bybreeding individuals
(Gaston & Hipfner 2006). The moulting patterns of subadult birds require greater
attention, and further study among colonies and years to determinewhetherthetrend
we observed is typical or anomalous
We found that breeding status had no relationship to moult progress, as Bedard
and Sealy (1984) also noted for wing moult in threeAethiaauklets. Two points must be
considered however: first, our method underestimatesthenurnberofactualbreedersin
our sample, as individuals that failed during incubation were notcounted,andsome
breeders mayonly be seen once with a chick meal. Some birds captured using noose
carpets were non-breeders not tied to a specific part of the colony or were breeding
birds that bred elsewhere on the colony (Jones et al. 2002). second,timing of primary
moult differs among colonies and years. There is annual variation in the timing and rate
of primary moult in other auklets (Emslie etal. 1990j.
Birds breeding at high latitudes often experience a briefersummerbreeding
period (e.g., Summers et al. 2004;Coppack2007j,and moult is often faster at more
northerly locations, presumably to minimize overlap of two life-history stages (moult
and breeding, Wingfield 2008). Delays in moult can result in an increase in moult rate
anddecreaseinfeatherquality(Dawson2004j. LeastAukletsdonotshowa
compressed breeding season or compression in moult duration at higherlatitudes(cf.
Cooper et al. 2011), where incubation (30d)and fledging periods (29d;Pialletol.
1990b) from St. Lawrence Island (63°24'Nj are similar in duration to those in the
Aleutian Islands (29d; Renner 2005). There is little information on auklet moult outside
the breeding season (Le., in migration, or on wintering grounds) and few museum
specimens have been collected between October and May. Auklets from more
northerly locations face longer migrations, as colonies in the northern Bering Sea and
the Sea of Okhotsk are covered by sea ice, unlike the Aleutian lsiands(Fettereretal
2010), so may have to moult faster (de la Heraetal.2009j.
Least Auklets breeding in Chukotka likely exploit the cold-waterAnadyrCurrent,
which advects oceanic zooplankton, like Neocofonus copepods (Springer et 01. 1987;
Piatt & Springer 2003). Sea-surface temperature of the Anadyr Current is colder than
around the PribilofandAleutian islands (Piatt & Springer 2003). Combined with the
increased rate of moult at Cape Ulyakhpen compared with other colonies in our study,
weconciudethatnortherly-breedingLeastAukletsmustconsumemorecaloriesperunit
timethan their southern conspecifics-a situation made possible by the Anadyr
Current's advection of oceanic cope pods.
Our estimate of the complete duration of growth of Least Auklets' Pl feather is
around 20-30 days (Konyukhov2009; Rohwer et al. 20091. Our modelled values for
primary initiation indicated that moult starts during incubation and that the first primary
is often replaced by the mean hatch date. The rate ofPFMG increase perdayis not
likely linear among feathers, so estimating a moult completion dateintheabsenceofa
large sample of birds is difficult. Based on observations of museum specimens, primary
duration for the congeneric and similar-sized (118 g) Whiskered Auklet(Aethia
pygmaea) at Buldirlsland,Aleutian islands, where moult was predicted to end around
October (Konyukhov 2001). Essentiai to understanding and interpretingstable-isotope
data from feathers, however, is knowledge of the range of datesoverwhichafeather
was grown, as feathers usually incorporate exogenous nutrientsfrom the time of
synthesis (Hobson &Clark1992a)and,inspecieswith moultmigrations,endogenously
catabolisednutrientsthatwerelaiddownpriortomigration(Fox et al. 20091. In adult
auklets, it is therefore possible to select feathers represent ingthreedifferenttimesin
the annual cycle-the last (outermost) primary grown the previous winter after young
havefledged,bodyfeathersgrownduringthespring(Pyle2008),and the first primary
grown during incubation.
Primary moult in theAlcidae
Least Auklets are the smallest of the auks, and therefore havesmaller feathers to
replace. Dovekies (Alfealfe) are not ciosely related to the auklets,butareecologically
similar (small planktivorousauks), breed at higher latitudesthan aukletsand thus
experience briefer summers, and have short breeding periods (5tempniewicz198l)
Dovekies are thought to moult their primaries synchronously (5alomonsen1944;
Dement'evetal. 1951; Storer 1960; stresemann &stresemann 1966; Bedard 1985;
stempniewicz 20011, although recent evidence suggests that, like Common Murres (Uria
aalge),primarymoultoriginatesatasinglefoci between P4and P7,proceedingintwo
concurrent waves towards Pland PlO(Thompson etal. 1998); further investigation is
required onthe precise moulting pattern. Nevertheless, the difference between
DovekiesandtheAethiiniisciear:Dovekie'sprimariesaremoulted rapidly and moult is
accompanied byaflightless period,whereas auklets have a relat ively protracted moult
and maintain flying ability. This difference could be because of Dovekie's long-distance
post-breedingmigration(ThompsonetaI.1998),oraphylogeneticeffect. Unlike
auklets, Dovekiestravel several thousands ofkm (e.g.,fromNW Greenland tothe North
Atlantic) and must moult before migration (stempniewicz 2001). Auklets move on the
order of hundreds ofkm after the breeding season (e.g., Diomede islandstosouthern
Bering Sea; see below),and are therefore not under as much pressuretocomplete
moult as Dovekies. Dovekies (subfamilyAlcinae,tribeAlcini) are ciosely related to
murres, Razorbills, and the Great Auk (Pinguinus impennis), all of which moult primaries
simultaneously, while auklets (subfamily Fraterculinae, tribe Aethiini) moult primaries
synchronously (Friesen etal. 1996; Pereira & Baker 2008).
The auklets have among the lowest wing loading (body mass per unit wing area)
ofthealcids(Stempniewicz1982;Minamietal.1991;Spear&Ainley1997;Ortega-
Jimenezetal.201O)andthusareabletoflywithmissingprimaries. The larger auks
(murrelets, puffins, murres, guillemots, and Razorbill (Alcq tarda)) would experience a
significant decrease in wing area were they to moult flight feathers sequentially. This
would result in greater wing loading (Bridge 2004), likelyrendering them flightless fora
lengthy period of time (Livezey 1988). Incontrast,theflightlessGreatAuklikelyhada
primary moult similar to that of Common Murres (Salomonsen 1945; Thompson et al.
1998). least Auklets experience an abrupt rnass loss when chick rearing commences,
and may obtain their own food from more inshore areas, which reduces wing loading
and flight costs (Jones 1994). This may be a mechanism to accommodate flight feather
replacement while maintaining flying ability. Other auks also decrease in mass during
chick rearing, but this is apparently insufficient to allow for a red uction in wing area via
moult (Croll etal. 1991,Chapter5).
Moult-breeding overlap is also associated with species that havelimitedpost-
breeding migration or dispersal (Bridge 2006). Least Auklets' wintering areas are largely
unknown,buttheyaremoreabundantinthewesternPacificduringthe winter and
spring (Vyatkin 1981;Sydemanetal. 201O),and some winter in the 5eaofJapanoffthe
coast of Primoye, Russia (Shuntov196S;Velizhanin 1977a; Kondratyevetal.2000). Sea
icecoverintheBeringSeaandSeaofOkhotsk,however, requires some auklets to
disperse up to 1000km from their breeding colony (Fettereret al. 2010). Bridge (2006)
classified Least Auklets as "dispersive", or "birds that leave the breeding area after
f1edgingchicksbutthatspendthenon-breedingperiodinthegeneral area or region of
the breeding site" (Bridge 2006: 9). It is clear, however, that Least Auklets breeding in
the northern Bering Sea (Chukotka Peninsula, Ratmanov, Little Diomede, St. Lawrence,
St. Matthew islands) and the Sea of Okhotsk (Yamskiye Islands, and lona (St. Jonah)
Island,forexample) must disperse at least hundredsofkm duringwinter (Fettereret al.
2010).
Our results indicate that primary moult in Least Auklets respondstolocal
oceanographic conditions that differ with latitude, and that, Ii keland birds,auklets' rate
of moult is greatest at high latitudes. Physiological and behavioural factors, including
mass loss and a change in foraging area, allow LeastAukletstomoultduringchick
rearing,presumablythetimeofhighestfoodavailability.
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Figures
Figure4-1-WeinvestigatedLeastAuklets'primarymoultatfourcolonies throughout
their breeding range inthe Bering Sea
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Figure4-2-Duration and initiation date of primary moult in LeastAukletsvariedamong
yearsandcolonies,withadultsfromthenortherncolony(CapeUlyakhpen) moulting
later (higher x-intercept) and faster (shorter duration; greaterslope).Thesolidlinesare
themeanestimatesand95%confidenceintervals,anddotsrepresentindividual
observations. Researchers arrived after the start of primary moult on St. Paulin 2004,
Table4-1-ThemassandlengthofLeastAukletprimaryfeathersused to calculate the
proportion of feather mass grown for Underhill-Zucchini moult models (n =5 individuals,
except for P1 and PlO,wheren= 13 individuals). Primary lengths are from Konyukhov
(2009). Total feather mass±5.D. is given for the five individuals for whom all 10
primaries were weighed.
Primary Number Mass ± S.D. (mg) Length ± S.D. (mm) Mean mg mm"
Table4-2-AtKiska Island in 2008,adultbreedingstatus,andageclasshadnoeffecton
the duration or initiation date of primary moult in Least Auklets. Subadults' initiation
date was significantly more variable than that of adults. Groups sharing the same letter
are not considered statistically different.
±S.E.(days) S.D. ±S.E. (days) (days)
24.3±O.Sb
Table 4-3-Adult Least Auklets from the most northern colony (Cape Ulyakhpen) tended
to moult their primaries faster, and to start their primary moult Iaterthan conspecifics in
thePribilofs(St.Paul,St.George),ortheAleutians(Kiska). Groups sharing the same
letter are not considered statistically different.
Colony
tS.E.(days) (days)
Table 4-4 - The majority of Least Auklets examined from museum collections had
completed primary moult by the end of October, and all had completed primary moult
bytheendofNovember. Data are pooled among sampling locations, age classes,
and years. PFMG =proportion of feather mass grown (Plthrough PlO).
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CHAPTER 5: STABLE ISOTOPES REVEAL VARIATION IN FORAGING ACTIVITY OF
INCUBATING LEAST AUKLETS (AETH/A PUS/iLA)
Department of Biology, Memorial UniversityofNewfoundland,St.John's,Newfoundland
and Labrador, AlB 3X9Canada
Central-place foraging birds, such as breeding seabirds, face a trade-off between
satisfying the energetic demands of growing nestlings and meetingtheirownnutritional
requirements. We investigated the foraging patterns of breeding adult Least Auklets
(Aethiapusilla) at Kiska Island,Aleutian Islands, Alaska, in 2009. Because of Least
Auklets'smallsize(85g),suitableattacheddatarecorderswerenat available at the time
of our study, so we used within-feather variation in li13Cand li1SN stable isotopes of the
first primary feather (Pl),which is grown during the incubation period. Controlling for
individual differences, both li13C and lil5N increased as the breedingseasonprogressed,
indicating that Least Auklet adults shifted their foraging patternssignificantly.These
results could be explained byadultsgraduallyswitchingtodifferent prey taxa, a
seasonal change in isotopic ratios in a constant prey taxon, ora shifttoa slightly more
productive foraging location, such as an oceanographic front. Other work has shown
that no seasonal change in chick diet prey taxa occurs, perhaps pointingtothelatter
hypothesis, which could involve a mechanism to balance adults' 0 wnenergetic
requirements with the energy required for the successful survivaloftheirsingleeggand
chick. Together,theseresultsindicatethatadultLeastAukletsmaybalance their own
demands with those of their egg and chick by a shift in foraging activity.
Stable-isotoperatiosinseabirdfeathers,whicharegrownincrementally,provide
information about foraging patterns, distribution, and environmental variability
experienced by individuals during periods when they are inaccessibleoutsidethe
breedingseason(Cherel&Hobson2007;Bondetal.2010a). Hidden aspects of breeding
birds' foraging activity can be revealed by stable-isotope rat ios in feathers that are
grown during the breeding season. Apart from advances in laboratory techniques and
equipment that have reduced the cost of analyses, many recent advancesinthe
application of stable isotopes to ecological questions have been because tissues such as
feathers,blood,orclawscanbesamplednon-destructively(Hobson & Clark 1992a;
Bearhopetal.2004). Becauseonlya small amount of tissue is required for analysis
(approximatelyO.2Smg), large feathers can be sub-sampled severaltimestogaininsight
into species' foraging ecology with greater temporal resolution. Variation in foraging
patterns during feather growth will result in within-featherisotopicheterogeneity
because exogenous nutrients are lncorporated immediatelyinto growing feathers
(Murphy 1996), except in species that fast during moult (Cherel etal.200Sa;Foxetal.
2009).
We examined within-feather variation in &13C and &15N in the firstprimary
feather(P1)ofLeastAuklets(Aethiapusilla),asmallplanktivorousaukendemictothe
Bering and Okhotsk seas. Adults eatcalanoid copepods, mainly Neacalanusplumchrus
and N.f1emingeri(Bedard 1969a; HuntJr.etal. 1998), which are advectedby
oceanographic fronts (HuntJr. & Harrison 1990; HuntJr. 1997; Russelletal.1999)
Previous studies of adult auklet diet were based on stomach contents(Bedard1969a;
Harrison 1990; HuntJr.etal. 1998),whichoftenrepresenttheprevious meal only, and
do not account for temporal variation (Duffy & Jackson 1986). Auklets'foraging
distribution has also been studied in relationtooceanographicfeatures(Kinderetal
1983; Harrison et al. 1990; Russelletal. 1999),butvesselsurveys are indicative of
population-level patterns, do not address individual differences,andareattoocoarsea
resolution to infer differences at a fine temporal scale (e.g., within the incubation
period). BecauseofLeastAuklets'smallsize(85g),anddifficultyinrecapturing
individuals at large colonies (>1 million individuals; sowls eta I. 1978),allacheddata
recorders are not yet practical. The stable-isotope analysis approach therefore offers a
unique opportunity to investigate individual adults' foraging activity with a fine temporal
resolution, and to examine potential changes in adult self-feeding as chicks' demands
Least Auklets' PI, the innermost primary, is approximately 43 mm long. The old
P1featherisshednearthebeginningofincubation,andthenewreplacementfeather
takes 20 days to grow at approximately 2.13 mm day"' (Haney 1991; Konyukhov2009;
Rohwer et al. 2009). Least Auklets incubate their egg for approximately 30 d (Sealy
1984;Pialletal.1990b),andatKiska,peakhatchingdateisaround30June±3d
(Chapter 2). With a mean moult initiation date at Kiska of13June ±3.5 d (Haney 1991),
the majority of the feather is replaced during incubation, when adults must balance
their own nutritional requirements with the successful incuba tionoftheiregg. Our
objectives were to 1) quantify within-feather heterogeneity in&13Cand&1SN in Least
AukletPl primaries replaced during the incubation period; 2)usetheseisotopic
signatures to elucidate possible changes in adult foraging patterns, and 3)to identify
important areas for future investigation of questions related to the trade·off between
self-maintenance and parental care in this planktivorous alcid
We sampled the right PI from ten adult Least Auklets at 5irius Point, Kiska Island,
Aleutianlslands,Alaska(52'08'N,177'37'E),inJuly2009(Bond&Jones2009a).
Feathers were 75-100% grown. We cleaned feathers by washing in 0.25M NaOH
(Bearhopetal. 2000a; Bond & Diamond 2009). Feathers were divided into four regions
(A-D), from distal to proximal ends of feathers, each representing approximately 5-8 mm
of the feather vane. Approximately 0.25 mg of feather barb was sampled from each
region, representing tissue that was grown during days 1-3 (A), 4-8(B),9-12(C),and13-
18 (D) for each feather. Not all vane areas were sampled (e.g., days 19-20), because
some feathers were not fully-grown. Each sample was placed in a tin cup, crushed, and
combustedat 1800'C in a Carlo Erba NA15005eries II elemental analyzer for analysis of
compounds for isotope ratios. Resultant gases were separated bya packed GCcolumn
and analyzed bya DeltaVPluscontinuous-flow isotope ratio mass spectrometer (CF-
IRM5). Isotope values were calibrated using international (mean±5Dof repeated
measurements; IAEA-N1615N: 0.52 ±0.13,IAEA-N2615N: 20.32 ±0.04,IAEA-CH6613C:-
1O.45±0.06,U5G5-24Graphite613C:-16.04±0.14,U5G5-25615N:-30.25 ±0.04) and lab
standards (MUN Sulphanilamide613C:-28.23 ±0.22,6 lSN:-1.51±0.09,MUN-CO-2613C:
-40.11±0.09),which cover the range of isotopic values inoursampies.
Statistical Analysis
We analysed trends within individuals using a repeated measuresANOVAin SPSS
16(SPSSlnc.,Chicago,IL,USAj,andtestedtheassumptionofsphericity using Mauchly's
W (Mauchly 1940) and homogeneity of variance using Levene's test(Levene1960). We
also included a post-hoc analysis to detect any linear or quadratictrends over the
feather length of the feather
Within individuals, the range of values of 613Cwas between 0.70-2.43%o,and
differences within feathers in 6lSN were between 0.30-2.42%0. Isotope ratios met the
assumptions of the linear model (Levene's test, all p>O.lO),butnot sphericity for 613C
(Mauchly'sW,613C:p<0.033,6 lSN:p=0.473). We therefore used the Greenhouse-
Geisser(1959)correctionforsubsequentanalysesof613C,asE<0.75 (Girden 1992)
Controlling for individual differences, there were significant within-feather differences in
613C(p< 0.001) and 615N (p=0.021). There were also significant linear trends within
individuals, with both 613Cand 615N increasing through the incubation period (mean
differencebetweensectionsAandD±sD;613C:+1.5±O.7%o,p<O.OOl,615N:+O.8±
O.7%o,p=O.022;Figure5-1).
Seabirds, as central-place foragers, are expected to minimize transit time
between their breeding colony and food resources (Baird 1991), and to balance the
trade-off between distance to foraging grounds and the energy andnutrientsacquired
(Obstetal. 1995; ElliolletaI.2009). Differences in time allocated to self-maintenance
and parental care should balance the life-history trade offbetween current reproduction
and survival in adults (Clark&Ydenberg 1990a; Stearns 1992; Dobson&Jouventin
2010b). Auks that forage by wing-propelled pursuit-diving, such as LeastAuklets, have
high wing-loadings compared with other birds, and the energetic costsofflyingbetween
foraging areas and the breeding site are high (Obstetal. 1995)
In Least Auklets, we found a consistent shift towards higher613C infeathertissue
deposited as incubation progressed,with a similar but weaker trendfor615N. These
results could be explained by several processes: 1) adults gradually switched to different
prey taxa; 2) a seasonal change in isotopic ratios in prey;3)ash ift in foraging location; or
4) metabolism of endogenous nutrients.
Heterogeneity in feather o13C and 015N can reflect changes intheisotopic
content of diet (and hence in foraging pallerns)ata fine temporal resolution. Wedid
not sample adult stomachs to determine diet, but there were no within-season
differences in chick diet during 1993-2006 (Chapter3J, sowe have no reason to suspect
a diet shift in adults. Least Auklets' primary prey in the Aleutians (Neocolonuscopepods)
are the most abundant zooplankterin the North Pacific Ocean (MackasetaI.1998),and
their peak abundance coincides with LeastAuklets'nestingperiod (June and July; Ballen
& Mackas2009). We therefore have noa priori reason to suspect that adult diet
compositionchangesthroughoutthebreedingseason,althoughindependent
verification is required to support this assertion.
A seasonal change in prey isotopic ratios (hypothesis 2) would explainthechange
in feather isotope ratios we observed (assuming taxonomic constancyindiet). Sucha
phenomenon has not been documented inthe Bering Sea (butseeRau etol.2003for
discussions on inter-annual variability in plankton stable isotoperatiosintheCalifornia
Current). Because no such data exists for the Bering Sea, we cannot confirm or refute
this hypothesis.
Least Auklets lose upto 7% of their body mass around the time the egghatches,
while maintaining a relatively constant mass during incubation. This mass loss is
presumably a mechanism to decrease flight costs while adults provisionnest-bound
chicks (Jones 1994). Mass loss may be related to replacement of up to four flight
feathers at the same time (Haney 1991). Metabolisingendogenousnutrientreserves
(hypothesis 4) could influence the isotopic ratios in feathersduring this time (Fox et al.
2009),andwould be represented inthe most proximal feather section(sectionD)inour
study,
A change in foraging behaviour during incubation, such asforaging closer to the
colony site, mightaiso explain the resuits (hypothesis 3), "Isoscapes," or geographic
patterns in stable-isotope ratios, have been described forcalanoidcopepodsinthe
Bering Sea (Schell etal. 1998), These isoscapesshow relatively constant b13Cand b15N
values in copepods in the western Aleutian Islands, but ata coarseresolution(areas
pooled in 20/00 contours),and there is no information on temporal variability, The
consistent shift among individuals along a geographic isotopegradient suggests a
geographic shift, Higherb13C is associated to increase phytoplankton growth asoccurs
in nutrient·rich waters, such as inshore systems or oceanic fronts (Goericke & Fry 1994;
Poppetal,1998;Grahametal,201O), Least Auklets preferred prey, Neacalanus
copepods, are often concentrated in such fronts in the Bering Sea (HuntJr, et al. 1998;
RusselletaI.1999), A shift towards more productive systems atthe end of incubation
and beginning of chick rearing could be related to adults' increasedenergeticdemands
as chicks hatch, and require their parents to provision them several times per day, with
increasing amounts of food (Roby & Brink 1986a; Chapter 3),
During incubation, adults expend energy caring for their egg, andhavedeveloped
several strategies to accommodate chicks' demands. Incubation shifts average 23.6±
s,6h(Roby&Brink1986a),andduringthistime,off-dutyparentscan range wider, and
exploit more distant resources. Once the chick hatches, it is brooded continuously for
the first five days (Jones 1993b),andfed 2.6±0.7 times/day (Roby & Brink 1986a),
restricting the parents' ability to travel far. Byforaginginproductiveareas, such as
oceanic fronts, close to the breeding colony, adults reducethei r costs of self-
maintenance, and can increase the time allotted to chick provisioning. Adults may not
exploit these productive areas during incubation because they are less selective in prey
choice, or temporal effects on the distribution and abundance of zooplankton, and
development of upwellings.
There was also a trend in increasing 61SN through the incubation period. This
changewassmallin7oflOcases(range<1.0%o),butmightalsoreflectadietarychange
based on shift in foraging area. Quantitative estimates of adult auklet diet using stable
isotope analysis are not possible because discrimination factors,thechangeinli13Cor
olSNbetweenpreyandconsumer,arespecifictoeachconsumer(CautetaL2008),and
can influence mixing model output greatly (Bond & Diamond 2011); no such
Continued miniaturization of data loggers will perrnittelemetric studies in the
near future that would provide much more detailed insight into aduItauklets' foraging
patterns. Isotopic investigations of differences in adult and chick diet are also possible
provided that the differences in metabolism between growing chicksand adults can be
accounted for (Ponsard & Averbuch 1999; Chereletal. 2008; Sears etal.2009)
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Figure5-1-Controllingforindividualdifferences,both613C(A,p<0.001) and 6"N (B,p
;0.022) in individual least Auklets' first primary feather (P1) increasedfromincubation
(feathersectionA)toearlychickrearing(feathersectionD).Each line represents
isotope values from a single individual.
CHAPTER 6: STABLE ISOTOPES INDICATE SEASONAL AND AGE-RELATED
VARIATION IN FORAGING BY LEAST AND CRESTED AUKLETS IN THE ALEUTIAN
ISLANDS,ALASKA
Department of Biology, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundland
and Labrador,A1B3X9,Canada
Least and Crested Auklets (Aethiapusilla and A. cristatella) replaeebreast
feathersduringthepre-breedingperiod,andprimariesformduring the ineubatian and
post-breeding periods. Thus, by sampling different feathers from a single individual on
one occasion,wecan obtain foraging information from the majority of the annual cycle
using stable-isotope analysis. (SIA). We sampled adult and subadult Least Auklets and
adult Crested Aukletsat Buldir, Kiska, and Gareloi Islands, in the western Aleutian
Islands,Alaska,from2007-2010,andleastAukletehieksatKiskain2009. There were no
differences in isotope ratiosamongislandsoryears,butsigni ficantdifferencesbetween
species, among seasons (feather types), and within species between age classes. Adult
Least Auklets had higherolSN than subadults during the pre-breeding period,and chicks
duringehiekrearing.CrestedAukletshadhigherolSNthanleastAukletsatGareloi
throughout the year. Both species showed a trophic shift during the post-breeding
season, characterised byan increase in olSN,and for Least Auklets,ino13Caswell.
Species' isotopic differences were likely caused by differences in diet composition of
Crested(euphausiids)andleastAuklets(eopepods).Subadults are inherently less
experienced than adults, probably still learning to forage during their first winter and
thus taking different food items than adults. Least Auklet adults' higherolSN relative to
ehiekslikelyrefleetstheabundaneeofzooplanktonduringthebreedingseason,and
changes in adult physiology and self-feeding patterns during chiekrearing.Ourresults
provide hypotheses for testing in future studies using attached data loggers to measure
foraging locations and movement outside of the breeding season .
Prey availability and variability in the diet of marine animals have profound
influences on demography (Gall etal. 2006; Sorensen etal. 2009), are influenced by
oceanographic and climatic patterns at the landscape level (Durantetal. 2003; Hobson
etal. 2004),and determine individual health and breeding condit ion (Sorensen etal.
2010). Duringthe breeding season, adult seabirds provision nest-bound young, and
oftenfaceatrade-offbetweentheirownenergeticdemands,andtherequirementsof
their egg or young (Clark & Ydenberg 1990b). This has resulted in a diversification of
strategies to balance current reproductive effort with futuresurvival,including
alternative strategies when adults self-provision. An often-implicit assumption of
seabird dietary studies isthatadultand chick diet are similar, butthisisoftennotthe
case (Wehle 1982,1983;Wilsonetal. 2004). A good example isthe bimodal foraging
strategy of some species, where adults make frequent brief trips to provision young, but
make longer less frequent foraging trips to replenishtheirstoreswithhighenergy-
content prey (e.g., Chaurand & Weimerskirch 1994; Weimerskirch el al. 1994; Welcker
elal.2009a). Togainafullunderstandingoftheforaging behaviour and requirements
of adults, quantifying the diet provided to nestlings is insufficient.
Auklets (Aelhia spp.) arethe most abundant seabirds in the NorthPacificOcean
and Bering Sea (Gaston &Jones 1998). AukletsbreedindensecoloniesintheAleutian
Islands, Alaska, and winter in the North Pacific Ocean (Jones 1993a,b). Aukletdiet
duringthebreedingseasonisrelativelywellstudied,althoughmostinformation
concerns nestling diet. In the Aleutian Islands, adults provision chicks with calanoid
copepods (Neocalanusspp.) and euphausiids (Thysanoessaspp.) (Day& Byrd 1989;
Chapter 3). Limited information suggests that, in the Aleutians, adults consume
copepods, euphausiids, and smaller numbers of amphipods and cephalopodsduringthe
breeding season (Day& Byrd 1989; Troy & Bradstreet 1991; HuntJr. etal.1998).The
winter ecology and behaviour of auklets is largely unknown, and consequentlythereare
few good quantitative descriptions of winter diet (Stejneger 188S; Troy & Bradstreet
1991). The diet of subadult least Auklets (birds in their second year of life) is unknown.
These individuals attend breeding colonies sporadically as non-breedersand,not
burdenedwiththeconstraintsofraisingachick,mayhaveadifferent diet from that of
breeding adults.
Inthepast25years,biochemicaltechniquestoevaluateaviandietindirectly
have been developed (Hobson 1987; Iverson etal. 2004). Using theseforensic
techniques has enabled researchers to study seabird diet duringperiodswhenbirdsare
away from breeding colonies, which for many species, covers the majority of the annual
cycle. Stable-isotope ratios of carbon and nitrogen are now used frequentlyto
characterize seabird foraging behaviour (Barrett et al. 2007). Va lues are expressed as
theparts-per-thousandratiooftheheavier(lSNor 13Qtothelighterisotope(14Nor 12q
as compared with an international standard (Pee Dee Belemnite farC,atmosphericair
forN). 61SN,ortheratiooflSN/4N,isacontinuousmeasureoftrophicposition,andit
increases between 2-5%0 with each trophic step because 14N isexcretedpreferentiallyin
nitrogenous waste (Steele & Daniel 1978; Minagawa & Wada 1984; Kelly 2000). There is
little trophic enrichment of/i13C at higher trophic levels (Rau et al.1983;Hobson&
Welch 1992),butmarine(bicarbonate-based) and terrestrialcarbon sources (CO,-based)
differ in their/i13Cvalues(Peterson & Fry 1987). /il3Ccan also provide information on
foraging area in the marine environment because of spatial "isoscapes" in the
environment (Hobson 1999;Cherel & Hobson 2007; Graham etal. 2010). Variation in
/il3C results from varying levels of primary production, with areas 0 fgreater
phytoplankton growth such as upwellings and inshore areas beingenrichedin 13C
relative to unmixed pelagic systems (Goericke & Fry 1994; Poppet al.1998).
Feathers are very useful for stable-isotope analysis becausetheycanbesampled
non-lethally, stored easily in remote field sellings, and (becausetheyareinertonce
grown) their isotope ratios represent diet at the time ofsynthesis (Hobson & Clark
1992a; but see Foxetal. 2009). Auklets moult primary feathers sequentially, beginning
aroundthetimewhenchicksstarttohatch,andcontinuingfromP1toP10(innermost
to outermost primary) until late October or early November (Konyukhov2009;Chapter
4); the same is likely true for Crested Auklets (Bedard & Sealy 1984; Pyle 2008). Body
feathersofadultsarereplacedduringthespring(March-May;Pyle2008). and those of
subadultbirdsbetween December-April (Pyle 2009). thus bysampling three feathers
from each individual,onecan investigate stable isotopes from Iateincubation/early
chick rearing (P1),autumn post-breeding (PlO),and spring pre-breeding (body; Pyle
2009).
We had several objectives: first, because the diet and foraging ecology of
subadult Least Auklets is entirely unknown, we comparedthespringpre-breeding
isotopic ratios of Least Aukletadults and subadultsatKiskaIsland between 2007-2010
We also compared o"C and 015N between adults and chicks. Second, we compared the
diet of Least Auklet adults from three breeding coloniesthroughouttheannualcycle, as
chick diet is relatively consistent among islands (Chapter 3). Finally, we compared the
isotopic ratios of adult Least and Crested Aukletsfrom Gareloi Island throughout the
annual cycle to gain insight into the isotopic overlap between theseecologicallysimilar
Aukletcapture & field sampling
We captured Least Auklets on Main Talus, Buldir Island (S2'23'N,17S'33'E;
adults in 200Sand 2009),SiriusPoint, Kiska Island IS2'OS'N,177'3S'E; adults and
subadultsin 2007-201O,chicksin 200Sj,and Southeast Colony, Gareloi Island (Sl'46'N,
17S·4S'W;adultsin2009). Crested Auklets were captured at Gareloi in 2009 only. We
captured birds using noose carpets set in the breeding colonydu ring the auklets' activity
period between 0900-1600 Hawaii-Aleutian Daylight Time (Byrd etaI.19S3;Jones1992).
Adult Least Auklets were those in definitive alternate plumage, indicated by extensive
white streaks on the forehead, a redder bill tip and less-worn primaries compared with
subadults. subadults (12 months old inJuly) have a brown forehead with nostreaking,
worn primaries that appear brown, and a darker bill and often havedarkspottedor
entirely dark throat feathering (Bedard & Sealy 1984; Jones 1993b).CrestedAuklet
adults were identified by their large, orange bill rhamphothecae,greyforehead(vs.
browninsubadults),andfresherprimaries(Jones1993a). Birds 24 months and older are
indistinguishable. Once we determined a bird's age, we measured and banded birds,
and took feather samples (P1 and PlOfrom the right wing, breastfeathersfromthe
upper breast). We placed feathers in individual paper envelopes, kept cool inthe field,
and frozen at-20°C upon our return from the field.
Laboratory analysis
Priorto analysis, feathers were washed with 0.2sM NaOH and then air-dried to
remove external contamination (Bearhopetal. 2000b; Bond & Diamand2009).
Individual aukletfeathersare heterogeneous isotopically (Chapters),sowesampled
each feather in the same way. Approximately 0.2-0.3 mg from the distal tip of the vane
was cut, placed in tin CUPS, and crushed usingsterilizedforcep$. Samples were
combusted at 1800°C in a Carlo Erba NA1sOOseries II elemental analyser for continuous
flow analysis of compounds for isotope ratios. The resultant gases were separated bya
packed GCcolumn and analysed bya DeltaVPlusisotope ratio massspectrometer
through a continuausflow interface (CF-IRMs). Isotope values were calibrated using
method blanks and standard reference materials IAEA-N2 (mean ± s.D.,blS N:20.32±
0.09%,,),IAEA-CH6(013C:-10.4s±0.09%,,j,USGS-24(graphite,013C:-16.11±0.lso/",,) and
UsGS-2s (o13C:-30.2s±0.Os%,,)and internal lab standards MUN-CO-2 (o13C:-40.11 ±
0.100/",,) and MUNSulphanilamide (o13C:-28.36±0.81,olSN:-1.42±0.09). Standards
covered the range of isotopic values in our samples. Mean recovery of all standards
ranged from 99-101%. Within-run duplicate samples (9% of total samples) yielded mean
standard deviations of 0.42%" for 013C and O.4so/""forolSN.
Quantitative isotope mixing models are sensitive to variation in species-specific
discrimination factors (the change in 613Cor61sN between prey andconsumer; Bond &
Diamond 2011). We have restricted our analysis to a comparatived escriptionbecause
Analyses were conducted in SPSS 16 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,IL,UsA). Becauseo13C
and blSN from the same sample are not statistically independent, we used multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) to assess differences among speciesand age classes in
stable-isotope ratios, with univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) to examine each
isotope ratio separately in cases where the MANOVA revealed asignificantdifference
To test for differences among feather types within individuals, we used repeated-
measures ANOVA, and tested for sphericity using Mauchly's W (Mauchly 1940). When
the sphericity assumption was not met, we used the Greenhouse-Geisser(19s9)
correction when E<0.75, and the Huynh-Feldt (1976) correction whenE>0.75(Girden
1992). We assessed homogeneity of variance using Levene's test (Levene1960). We
used 95% confidence intervals for post hoc comparisons. All tests were considered
significantwhenpSO.05. Isotope data are presented as means±S.D.
Differences among Least Auklet age classes
We tested age-class differences using breast feathers from Kiska collected in
2007-2010. Variances of 613Cwere homogenous, butthoseof615N were not (Levene's
test,613C:p;0.OS,615N:p;0.03). MANOVAdetected significant differences between
age classes in isotope ratios (Kiska adults and subadults, Wilks'A;0.66,F'.69;17.73,p<
0.001j,butnotyears(2007-201O,Wilks'A;0.97,F,,138;0.42,p;0.S7)ortheyear*age
interaction(Wilks'A;0.93,F'.138;0.S2p;0.56).Adultshadhigher613C(-lS.S1±l.S%o
vs.-19.95±l.SSo/oo,Ft.7o;6.SS,p;O.Oll)and 615N(13.21 ±1.6S%ovs.11.10±1.44%o,
F,.70 ;34.94,p<0.001) isotope ratios than subadults during the pre-breeding period
(Figure 6-1)
To compare adults and chicks from Kiska, we used chick breastfeathers
(collected in 200S) and adult Pi feathers, which were grown at the same time. Because
we found no differences among years in adult Pi feathers (see "Differencesamong
coloniesandseasons"below),datafrom Kiska in 200Sand 2009 werepooled. Neither
o13Cnoro15N had homogenous variances (Levene's test, both p<O.O01). Isotope ratios
differed betweenageciasses(Wilks'A;0.103,F,.zs; 108.93,p<0.001). Adults had
highero13C(-18.98±1.85%ovs.-20.67±0.35%o,Fl.26;6.43,p;0.018)ando15N(12.30±
0.95o/oovs.8.88±0.23%o,F,.26 ;98.32,p<0.001)thanchicks(Figure6-2)
Differences among colonies and seasons
We used P1,PlO,and breast feathers to test for differences in o13Cando15N
among the three colonies (Buldir, Kiska, Gareloi) in 2009. Neithero13Cnoro15Nhad
homogenous variances (Levene's test, both p<O.OOl). Isotope ratios differed among
islands, feather types, years, and in some of their interactions,soweusedrepeated-
measures univariate analyses to examine differences in detail. o13C didnotmeetthe
assumptionsofsphericity(Mauchly'sW;0.80,X',;9.44,p;0.009),andweusedthe
Huynh-Feldt correction (E;0.94). Isotope ratios among feather types varied within
individuals(F1.89.83.01;11.09,p<0.001):P10hadhighero13CvaluesthanP10rbreast
feathers (Figure 6-3). Among individuals, there were no differences in o13C among the
threeislands(F'.44;1.59,p;0.22),oryears(F" .. ;3.48,p;O,07),andtheislandxyear
interactionwasnotsignificant(F
"
.. ;0.86,p;0.36). o15Nalso didnotmeetthe
assumption of sphericity (Mauchly'sW;0.78,X',; 10.87, p;O.OO4),and we again
applied the Huynh-Feldt correction (E;0.92). Isotope ratios in feather types differed
withinindividuals(F,.84,81.12;13.54,p<O,OOl), PlO also was enriched in 15N compared
with Pland breast feathers (Figure 6-3). Among individuals, there was no difference in
olSNamongislands(F'.44=0.77,p=0.47),oryears(F,,44=1.82,p=0,19),and the island
xyearinteractionwasnotsignificant(F,,44=1.76,p=0.19).
Differences among species
We tested differences between Least and Crested Auklets using PI,PIO,and
breast feathers from Gareloi in 2009. Our data met the assumptions of linear models,
and variances of both isotopes were equal (Levene's test, both p >0.20). Isotope ratios
differedamongfeathertypes(Wilks')"=0.78,p=0.01)andspecies(Wilks')..=O.72,p<
O.OOI),butthefeathertypexspeciesinteractionwasnotsignificant(Wilks')"=0,93,p=
0.42). Both o13Cand olSN met the assumptions of sphericity (Mauchly's W, 013C:0.87,
X',=2.37,p=0.3I,OlSN:O.79,X',=3,97,p=O.14). o13Cdidnotdifferbetweenspecies
at Gareloi (Fl,1s= 1.40,p=O.25)oramongfeathertypes(F,,18=O,70, p= O.4I),and the
species x feather type interaction was not significant (Fl,1s=O.04,p=0,85). Least
AukletshadlowerolSNvaluesthanCrestedAuklets(Fl,1s=5.15,p=O.036,Figure6-6-4J,
andforbothspecies,PlOwasenriched in lSN compared with Plorbreastfeathers(Fl,1s
= 13.06,p=O.002; Figure 6-4). Again, the feather type x species interaction was not
significant(Fl,1s=O.62,p=0.44).
The use of stable isotopes to infer foraging patterns can provide valuable insight
into the ecology of difficult-to-study groups, such as pre-breedingsubadults, or colonial
birds away from breeding colonies (Barrettetal. 2007; Inger & Bearhop 2008)
Quantitative diet estimates using stable isotope ratios in cansumersalso require isotope
ratios in prey, and diet-tissue discrimination tactors. Information on auklets' winter diet
is lacking (Jones 1993b), and discrimination factors are unknown (Bond&Jones2009b),
and simultaneous prey sampling to monitor spatial and temporal variability in
zooplankton stable-isotope ratios was lacking (KlineJr 1999), whichlimitsour
interpretation to a qualitative comparison
Differences among age classes
Stable isotopes revealed both differences and similarities among groups of
auklets.Wefoundage-relateddifferencesinbothli13Candli15Nofbreast feathers of
adult and subadult Least Auklets at Kiska. Breastfeathersarereplaced during the pre-
breeding period in both age classes around March-May (Pyle 2008). The difference in
Ii13C between adults (at least 3 years oldj and subadults (approximately12 months old,
Pyle 2008) was about 1%o,withintheerrorestimateofauklets' prey{schelletal.1998)
Thereisa known isoscape of zooplankton Ii13C in the Bering Sea (schelletal.1998),with
isoclinesdefinedin2o/oointervals,althoughtherecanbebothtemporal and spatial
variation in zooplankton isotope ratios (KlineJr 1999). Least Auklets begin allending
breeding colonies in April. Differences in 013C are therefore likelytheresultofvariation
in the precise time and location of feather replacement among individualsratherthan
spatial segregation of age classes.
Therewasa2%odifferencebetweenadultsandsubadultsino15N. There are
three possible causes forthis difference. First, adults and subadults may forage in
separateareasthatdifferinpreyclSN. Very small differences among age classes in 013C
make this hypothesis unlikely. second,there may be metabolic differences that cause
differences in isotopic discrimination between age classes, asgrowing seabirds'
discrimination factors differ from adults (Sears et al. 2009). WhilesubadultLeast
Auklets are smaller than adults (Jones 1993b,authors'unpubl. data),searsetal.(2009)
found that once juveniles reached a stable mass, isotopicdiscriminationwassimilarto
that of fully-grown adults. When Least Auklet chicks depart from Kiska atthe end of the
breedingseason,theyareat90%ofadultmass(73gvs.81g, Major etaI.2006). The
mass of subadults we sampled (79 ± 4 g) was similar to that of adults sampled (82 ± 3 g),
so differences in isotopic discrimination were notlikelythecaU5eofdifferencesino1SN.
Thedifferenceino15Nbetweenageciassesmayreflecttruedietarydifferences
Quantitative data on the winter diet of Least Auklets are lacking (stejneger 1885; Troy &
Bradstreet 1991),subadults' diet is completely unknown. Ingeneral,dietdataforpre-
breeding-aged seabirds are sparse because the birds attend breeding colonies irregularly
and are seldom captured (Hamer et al. 2002). Previous studies have found differences
between diets of adult and subadultTufted Puffins (Fraterculacirrhata) in the Aleutian
Islands (Wehle 1982) and intheNorth Pacific (Tanaka 1989). Our results suggest that
subadult Least Auklets forage ata lower trophic position than adults during the pre-
breeding period. This is most likely the result of subadult birds learning to foragefor
themselves, as younger birds are often less proficient at finding and capturing high-
quality prey (Recher & Recher 1969; Cherel etal. 2008).
Adult Least Auklets had higher 513Cand 5 lSN than chicks during the breeding
season. As mentioned, growing chicks' metabolism likely contributed to some of these
differences, butthe magnitude of the differences we found (1.50/00 for513C,3.5%ofor
5lSN) are larger than growth-related effects (Sears et al. 2009). There may also bea
small effect of feather type (contourvs. primary) caused by differencesinthe
concentration of the pigment melanin (Michalik et al. 201O;Wileyetal. 2010), breast
feathers being mostly white, and primaries mostly dark (Jones 1993b). We believe that
our qualitative comparisons of adult and chick stable-isotope ratios remain valid,
however (Ponsard & Averbuch 1999;Vanderklift&Ponsard 2003;ChereI2008). Least
Auklet chick diet in the Aleutian Islands is well documented,and consists mainly of
Neocalanusspp. copepods (often >90%ofbiomass),and Thysanaessaspp.euphausiids
(Day & Byrd 1989; Chapter 3). Adult diet during the breeding season is less well known,
butthe few studies have indicated similar prey in adult stomachs(Bedard1969a;
Harrison 1990; HuntJr. & Harrison 1990; HuntJr.etal. 1998; Russelletal.1999)
Adult Least Auklets experienced a shift in diet through the breeding season,
increasing boththeirblSN and b13Cvaluesfrom incubation to earlychickrearing
(Chapter5),whilethecompositionoffooddeliveredtochicksremainedconstantduring
the same time (Chapter 3). Adults therefore forage for prey from different trophic
positions (blSN) and in different areas (b13q depending on whethe rthepreyismeantfor
self-feeding or delivery to their chick. Increased b13C is associated with increased
phytoplankton photosynthetic activity and growth (Goericke& Fry 1994; Poppetol.
1998),and is characteristic of inshore and upwelling systems (Graham etal: 2010; Jaeger
etaI.201O). Least Auklets forage in upwellings and areas where zooplankton is
advected,where Neocalonuscopepods are concentrated (Springer & Roseneau 1985;
HuntJr.1997;HuntJr.etol. 1998; Russelletol. 1999;Piatt&Springer2003;Springeret
01.2007). Nevertheless, the magnitude of the difference in stable-isotoperatios
between adults in chicks remains puzzling. Our results suggest that adult Least Auklets
are foraging on different prey from their chicks, or in areas with vastly different isotopic
ratios. Leastauklet individuals are very difficult to observe atsea,so direct observations
of feeding are challenging logistically, and this species is toosmall (85gmean mass) to
carrytelemetricequipmentthatwouldmeasuretoragingbehaviour in detail. Further
experiments using existing captive populations should quantify Least Auklets' stable-
isotope discrimination factors, and use these to construct quantitativeisotopemixing
models for all age classes.
Our resulls conlraslwilh bimodal foraging slralegies, reportedmainlyinlropical
andsublropicaIProcellariiformes(Cherelelal.200Sb;Congdonelal.200S;Kojadinovic
etal. 2008; Bondetal. 2010a),andrecenllydescribedforOovekies (Allealle),a polar
non-Procellariiform, and ecological counlerpartlo LeaslAuklels in lhe Allanlic Ocean
(WelckerelaI.2009b). Bimodal-foraging species allernale belween frequenl,shortlri ps
to provision chicks, and less frequent longer foraging trips to replenishtheirown
nulrienl reserves (Chaurand & Weimerskirch 1994; Weimerskirch et 01. 1994) - Leasl
Auklelsdo nolapparenlly make use oflhisslralegy. Ouringlhebreedingseason,
auklelsforage heavily on Neacalanusspp. copepods, the mosl abundanlzooplanklerin
lheNorthPacific(MackaselaI.1998),andcopepodsareadvecledbyoceanicfronls,
where auklels are found often in vessel surveys (Kinderetal. 1983; Harrisonetal. 1990;
Troy & Bradslreel 1991; HunlJr. 1997; HunlJr.etal. 1998). Thereisalsolillieannual
varialioninlheproporlionofNeacalanusspp.copepodsinfoodloads broughl byadull
LeaslAuklelslolheirchick(Chapler3).Unlikelessproduclivelropical and sublropical
syslems, or more variable polarsyslems, LeaslAuklels' preferredpreyappearslobe
readily available, and in large supply. AdullS' response 10 increased energelicdemand
by lheir chick is likelYlherefore reflecled in a geographicshi ftandashorleningoflheir
own foraging dislance (Chapler3).
Differences between adults and chicks in 61SN have been studied inmany
seabirds, but there is no consistent pattern inthe differences. In some studies, chicks'
61SN is higher, and is explained bychicks'increasednulrilionaldemands, and the (often
unverified) assumption that higher-01SN foods are of higher quality(e.g., Bocheretal.
2000; Hodum & Hobson 2000; Cherel 2008; Richouxetal. 2010). In other studies,
adults'higherolSN is explained bya bimodal foraging strategy (e.g.,Chereletal.2002;
Hardingetal. 2008; Bandetal. 2010a),and in ather studies still,there is no difference
(Hedd & Montevecchi 2006; Cherel etal. 2008; Daviesetal. 2009) . The difference we
found in meano1sN between adult and chick Least Auklets (3.42%0) is the greatest
difference reported where adults have highero1SN.
Differences among colonies and seasons
We found no differences in o13C or olSN among Least Auklets among sitesor
seasons (feathertypes),suggestingthatthecomposition of adultLeastAuklets'preyis
uniform during the breeding season, and that adults moult in the same locations during
the fall and spring. While attached geolocators were too large for Least Auklets during
ourstudy,ourresultssuggestthattelemetricresultsfrombirds from one colony may be
generalized to those from other western Aleutian breeding sites. There were also no
differences between years in any isotopic comparison, which implies that birds moult in
the same areas year to year (Cherel etal. 2000).
Wedocumentedseasonalshiftsino13CandolSNwithinindividualLeastand
Crested Auklets. Both species showed a trophic shift following breeding, as PlOfeathers
(autumn, post-breeding) had higherolSNthan breast(spring,pre-breeding)orPl
(summer, chick rearing) feathers. The relatively rapid and distinct change in o13C in
Least Auklets likely resulted from migration to winteringgrounds. Unlike the congeneric
Whiskered Auklet (Aethiapygmaeal, which is resident near breed ingcoloniesyear-
round (Byrd & Williams 1993; Zubakin & Konyukhov1994l, Least Aukletslikelydisperse
tothenorthwestern Pacific Ocean to areas around Japan (shuntov196s;Vyatkin1981;
KondratyevetaI.2ooo;sydemanetaI.201o). Some Crested Auklets winter close to the
Aleutian Islands (Renneret al. 2oo8l, and therefore a lesssignificantseasonal change in
Crested Auklets'o13Cwasexpected. The similarity between breast and P1feathers'o13C
and O"N suggests that body contour feathers maybe moulted nearbreedingcolonies.
The timing of auklets' return to Aleutian breeding colonies is not known-adults have
been observed at colony sites in April (Jones1993a,b),and mayperhapsarriveearlier.
Both species showed a dietary shift during the post-breeding season,andwithin-
individualchangesrangedfromincreasesofo-s.64%o(mean±s.D.:2.os±1.4o%o). Itis
possible that this shift is related to adults improving their conditionfollowingchick
rearing and concurrent primary moult (Chapter 4). A portion of this increase could also
be an artefact of protein metabolism resulting in nutritivestress, which can altero lS N
(HobsonetaI.1993;searsetaI.2oo9). Withinspecies,however,therewasalarge
amount of variation ino13Cando lS N during each season among individuals(Appendix
10). This suggests that there could be considerable individualspecialization on certain
preytypes,orthat individuals forage in different areas (Bearhopetal.2oo6;Chereletal
Differences among species
There were differences in stable-isotope ratios between species sampled at
Gareloi. Crested Auklets had higherl\15Nthan Least Auklets, butwefound no difference
inl\13C.lnthesouthernBeringSea,euphausiidshavehigherl\15Nthan copepods (Schell
etaI.1998). Remains of higher trophic prey (squid beaks,gadidotoliths) havealsobeen
found in adult Crested Auklet stomachs IBradstreet 1985; Harrison 1990; HuntJr.etal.
1998), have only rarely been found in adult Least Auklet stomachs. There may be some
degree of differentiation between LeastandCrestedAukletsintheir foraging patterns,
specifically, their food composition. Both aukletspecies had similarl\13C, suggesting that
both species forage in areas with similaroceanographicconditions. This contrasts with
previOu5studies near Gareloi that have shown geographicsegregationbetweenthetwo
species,butata much finer spatial resolution (atthe levelofeddiesandupwellings)
rather than the more coarse resolution ofl\13C (HuntJr. etal. 1998; Schelletal.1998)
Combined with knowledge of moulting patterns, stable isotopes offerinsightinto
theforagingpatternsofsmallseabirds,includingauklets,whereattached data loggers
remain too large. We found significant age differences in foraging of Least Auklets,and
present the first information on the foraging of subadults. There was no variation
among breeding colonies spanning over 2S0 km in the western Aleutian Islands, which
agrees with inter-island similarities in chick diet (Chapter 3). We also found a significant
trophic shift during the post-breeding season for both Least an dCrestedAuklets.
Further research should focus on the wintering ecology of these seabirds, and the
temporal and spatial variability in zooplankton stable-isotoperatios.
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Figure6-1-AdultLeastAukletshadsignificantlyhigherolSNduring the pre-breeding
season than subadultssampled in 2007-2010 from Kiska Island,AIeutianlslands,Alaska.
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Figure 6-2-Least Auklet chicks had significantlylowerlilSN thanadultsduringthechick-
rearing period on Kiskalsland,Aleutian Islands, Alaska in 2009.
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Figure6-3-LeastAukletsfromtheAleutianlslandsshowedaseasonaldietaryshift
during the post-breeding season (PlOfeather),and no change from pre-breeding (breast
feather) to chick rearing (Pl feather).
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Figure 6-4-At Gareloi Island,Aleutian Islands, Alaska, there were significant differences
inblSN,butnotb13CbetweenLeastandCrestedAukletssampledin2009
CHAPTER 7: GENERAL DISCUSSION
Seabirds can be useful ecosystem sentinel species for investigatingtheeffectsof
climate variability on populationsovertimei and over large spatial extents (Harris &
Wanless 1990a; Frederiksenetal. 2007). Furthermare,bystudyingecologicalfactors
and papulation responses at multiple sites, local effects and population-specificfactors
can often be identified (Weiseetal. 2004; Laversetal. 2009). In this series of studies, I
soughttoinvestigatetherelationshipsbetweenlarge-scaleindicesofclimateinthe
marineenvironment,andtheresponsesofplanktivorousauklets at multiple sites
throughout their breeding range.
An initial hypothesis was that, because auklets are planktivoreS,changesin
oceanographic conditions would affect their primary prey, Neocalanus copepods and
Thysanaessa euphausiids, which could influence reproductive success (Chapter 2). This
study was one of the first to investigate the relationships betweenoceanographyand
reproductive success in multiple species of seabird at multiples itesovermultipleyears
(Durantetal.2009). We found differences in the number of chicks fledged per nest
amongspeciesandisland,butproductivityon all species on allis lands was negatively
correlated with the Aleutian Low Pressure Index, a measureoftheintensityofthe
Aleutian low-pressure system between December and March (Chapter 2). We
hypothesized that this relationship was the result of bottom-up control by limiting
zooplankton abundance during the following breeding season.
We then addressed this hypothesis by examining the composition of chick meals
brought by adults to nest-bound chicks over the same period. We found that breeding-
season oceanographic conditions influenced the proportion ofmain prey taxa inauklets'
diet, with the exception of Whiskered Auklets, whose diet composition was related to
winter conditions. We noted very little change among years in the proportion of
copepods and euphausiids in one of the first studies to relateseabirddietto
oceanography (Durantetal. 2009). Based on this analysis, we concluded thatauklets
are able to buffer bottom-up forcing of demographic parameters, Iike productivity,
because the composition of chick meals has remained relatively constant over 14 years
of environmental variability in the Bering Sea (Chapter 3). This highlights the resilience
of auklets to withstand considerable environmental change without immediate negative
responses, at least to date (Folkeetal. 2004). It also suggests that direct effects on
adultsduringthewinteraremorelikelythanfoodlimitationduring the breeding season
to influence annual reproductive success.
In addition to breeding, moult isan important, but expensive, Iifehistorystage,
especially for smaller birds (Holmgren & Hendenstr6m 1995; Schieltz & Murphy 1997;
Bartaetal.2008;Wingfield2008;Newton2009). Unlike many other species, the Aethia
auklets moult during the breeding season (Bedard & Sealy 1984; Konyukhov2001;2009,
Chapter 4). We used data collected onthe progress of primary feather moult inLeast
Auklets at four colonies from S2-64°N to test the hypothesisthatbirdsathigher
latitudes initiate moult later, and moult faster than southern conspecifics(Medwaldt&
King 1978; Hemborgetal. 2001; Ryder & Rimmer 2003; Dawson 2004) . wefoundtJat
Least Auklets breeding at higher latitudes did moult later, and faster than those __
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breeding at more southerly latitudes, even though the length of the breeding season is
similar among locations (Chapter 4). The cold-water Anadyr Current sweeps south of
Cape Ulyakhpen, our most northerly study site, bringing with itoceanic copepods that
can fuel auklets' moult-breeding overlap (Pavlov & Pavlov 1996;stabenoetol.1999;
Piatt & Springer 2003; Geinrikh 2005). Detailed descriptions of moulting patterns are
required to interpret results of stable isotope analysis from feathers properly (Inger &
Bearhop2008;Bond&Jones2009b).
We then used our knowledge of moulting patterns in auklets to examine two
aspects of their foraging patterns using stable isotope analysis of feathers: seasonal and
species differences between Least and Crested Auklets sampled throughout the Aleutian
Islands, and within-individual differences during the Least Au klets' incubation period at
Kiskalsland. Because feathers often represent the foraging activity of birdsatthetime
of tissue synthesis, stable isotope ratios in Least Auklets' innermostprimary(P1)wili
indicate the birds' foraging patterns during incubation (Chapter4).Wefoundthatboth
li13Candli15Nincreasedthroughoutthe20daysoffeathergrowth,likely indicating a
shift in foraging location towards more productive oceanographic fronts that have high
concentrationsofNeocalanuscopepods(Harrisonetal.1990;Russelletal.1999). This
shift,accompaniedbytherelativelyunchangingcompositionofmeals brought to nest
bound chicks (Chapter 3), may indicate that adults balance the trade-offbetweenself
maintenance and chick provisioning by shifting their own foragi ng location to more
produetive oceanographic features in the seascape (ChapterS).
_ m I
Feathers moulted at different times of the annual cycle can provide information
on birds' foraging away from the breeding colony. Auklets' outermost primary (PlO) is
moulted intheautumnfoliowingbreeding(Chapter3),and breast feathers are replaced
during the spring pre-alternate moult (Pyle 2008j. We found similar &13Cand &15N
values in each year and at each site within groups. Adult and subadult (one year-old)
Least Auklets differed significantly in their foraging patternsduringthepre-breeding
period,asdid adults and chicks during chick rearing. Crested Aukletsfedata
consistently higher trophic position than Least Auklets throughouttheannualcycle
(Chapter 6). These results differ from our observations of chick meal composition
(Chapter 3) in that they indicate a lesser degree of overlap amongspecies between adult
Least and Crested Auklets. Similar to chick meals, however, there were no differences
among islands or years. TheyexpandonChapter3,however, in elucidating the trophic
relationships among species and age classes, showing differences outside the breeding
season, and among age classes whose diets are not sampled easily.
Introduced Norway rats at Kiska Island
Since the 1940s, introduced Norway rats have been present at Kiska(Murle
1959). WefoundsignificantdifferencesinreproductivesuccessbetweenKiskaandrat-
free Buldirand Kasatochi islands, driven primarily by reproductivefailurein2001and
2002 (Chapter 2). Inan initial assessment (Major et 01. 2006),twohypotheseswereput
forward to explain the poor reproductive success: 1) poor food resources around Kiska,
and2)predalionanddislurbancebyrals.Wefoundnosignificanl differences in chick
meal composilion among years al Kiska, or belween Kiskaand ral-free islands in lhe
Aleulianlslands(Chapler3). Furlhermore,wefoundnosignificanldifferencesinlhe
pre-breeding diel as inferred byslableisolopesbelween Kiska and ral-free Buldirand
Gareloiislands(Chapler6). These resullsslrongly implicale inlroduced ralsinlhe
breedingfailuresof2001and2002
LeastAukletreproductivesuccesswassignificantlyloweronKiskathanonBuldir
orKasatochi,anda paucity of consistent correlations with basin-wide oceanographic or
large-scale c1imalic indices inlhe Norlh Pacific furlher suggesls lhal colony-specific
faclorsplayan imporlanlrole in influencing auklel demographics(Chapler2). Theleasl
Auklel populalion on Kiska is declining (Hl Major el al.,unpublisheddalal,andlhe
Cresled Auklel populalion is also likely declining as well (Bond elal.unpublished). long-
lived species, such asseabirds,lypically have high survival andlowfecundilY,and
5Ufvival is often the most influential demographic parameter in determining population
growlh(Hameretal.2002). In any given year, leasland Cresled Auklelsal Kiska had
significanllydifferenlsurvivailhanlhoseonBuldirorKasalochi (somelimes higher,
olherlimeslower,bulneverin phase) and was often less-relaled lo large-scale indices
ofclimalelhanlheirconspecificson ral-free islands (Jones etaI. submitted). Togelher,
lhese resullssuggesllhalinlroduced rals have had a negaliveeffeclonlheauklel
populalionsal Kiska Island.
Novel techniques and findings
We were the first to incorporate a spatial approach to examining the
relationships between oceanographic and climatic variables andthedemographyoftop
marine predators. Spatially variable parameters, such asSSTorSLP are used often in
studies of climate-linked demography (Durantetal. 2009), but often over a restricted
area. By examining landscape-wide variation in SSTand SLP, and itsrelationshipto
reproductive success, we moved closer to a mechanisticapproachthat provided
hypotheses for future studies.
In addition, we were also the first to demonstrate a latitudinal gradient in the
intensity of primary moult in a marine bird. Such detailed study of moult, and
investigationofthemoult/breedingoverlapinauklets,madedetailed study of foraging
using stable isotopes available. This included an analysisofauklet foraging during the
pre-andpost-breedingperiods,andofsubadultsandchicks.PriortothisstudY,no
information on aukletforaging was available for these periods or age classes.
Futureauklet research should focus on three areas: winterecology,meta-
population dynamics, and quantification of isotopic discriminationfactors. The first two
of these overlap to some degree, since the degree of mixture of breedingpopulations
during the non-breeding period is unknown. The migratory patterns and wintering
areasofauklelsareknownmosllylhroughanecdolalobservalionsand ship-based
surveys (Gizenko 1955;Velizhanin 1977a;Vyalkin 1981; Zubakin & Konyukhov1994;
Renneretaf.2008}. Much of the new information presented here is interpreted in the
lighloflimiled dala on lhewinlerdislribulion, behaviour, andecologyofauklels. LeaSI
and Whiskered Auklels(85 and 1l8g body massrespeclively) are, aI presenl,loo small
forallachedlelemelryequipmenl,suchasgeoiocalorsorsalellilelransmillers;Cresled
Auklels(260g) are moresuilable. suchlelemelricsludiesshoulduseamulli-colony
approach. TherearefundamentaidifferencesintheenvironmentalpreS5uresonauklets
breeding in IheAleulian Islands,lhe Pribiloflslands,andlhe northern Bering Sea,
primaryamongtheseisthedegreeofwinterseaiceandspringsnoweaver. Auklets
breedingalhighlaliludesmusldispersefarlherlhanlhosebreedinginlheAleulians,
andmaythereforedifferintheirnutritionalrequirements,mou It characteristics, and
demography.
somewhalrelaledislhedegreeofinler-colonymovemenl,especiallyinlighlof
possible populalion deciineslhroughoullheAleulian Islands. Reliable,repealable
survey melhods for Aethia auklelS are currenlly lacking, so demographic modelling may
provide the only informalion on populalion lrends. In IheAleulian Islands, Leasland
Cresled Auklels currently breed alsixmain siles (Buldir, Kiska,segula,semisopochnoi,
Gareloi,Chagulak),andformerlyaIKasalochi,priorloilsvolcaniceruplioninAugusl
2008(smilhetal.201O;Wiliiamsetal.2010). Oflhese,populalionsallhelwocolonies
wilhanymoniloring(Buldir, Kiska,5egula) may be declining (Renner& Reynolds 2006;
Bond,Jones, Major et al. unpublished data). Populations in the Bering Sea may also be
declining (Roby& Brink 1986b; Renner& Renner 2010), and the statusofRussian
populations is poorly known (Gaston &Jones 1998; Kondratyevet al.2000). Introduced
predators, (Kondratyevetal. 2000; Major et al. 2006; MajoretaI. 2007), encroaching
vegetation (Roby& Brink 1986b; Renner & Reynolds 2006), and voleanism(Wiliiamset
al. 2010; Bondetal. submitted) can threatenauklet populations, and population
declines observed at some colonies may also include a certain degree of inter-colony
movement. Colonies of millions of auklets and irregular monitoring at most colonies
make measuring immigration or emigration challenging. Indeed, as of 2011, there is
onlyone Alaskan auklet colony where demographic information will be collected
(Buldir). There is considerably less information on the distribution ofnocturnal
Whiskered Auklets, despite their listingasa species ofConservationConcern by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (2008)
second,isotopicstudieswouldbegreatlyimprovedbydeterminingstable
isotope discrimination factors for auklets. Discrimination factors, the change in o13Cand
b1SN between prey and consumer, aretissue-species-and prey-specific (Caut etal
2008,2009). Captive populations are often required for the accurate determination of
discrimination factors, and few exist for Aethia auklets. Bydeterminingauklet
discrimination factors, quantitative isotopic mixing models (e.g., MixslR, sIAR; Moore &
Semmens 2008; Parnelletal. 2010) can be used to estimate the proport ional
contribution of prey types to auklets' diet. By combining isotopic studies with
oceanographic sampling during the auklels' pre-and posl-breedingseasonloeslablish
possible prey abundance, and composilion, and dala from lelemelrysludies, we can
gainfurtherinsighlinlolheecologyoflheseabundanlplanklivoresduringlhe9monlhs
whenlheyareawayfromlheirbreedingcolonies,andrelalivelyinaccessiblelo
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ApPENDICES
Appendixl. The number of breeding pairs of leasI (LEAUl, eresled (CRAU) and
whiskered auklels (WHAU) sludied al Buldir, Kiska, and Kasaloehi during 1990-2008.

Appendix 2. Reproductive success (number of chicks fledged/number of eggs laid) of
least, crested and whiskered aukletsat Buldir, Kiska, and Kasa tochifrom1990-2008.
Abbreviations and sample sizes are in Appendix 1.
~I
Appendix 3. Timlngofbreeding(meanegghatchdate)ofleast,crestedandwhIskered
aukletsatBuldir, Kiska, and Kasatochifrom 1990-2008. Abbreviations are in Appendix 1.
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2SJune 2SJune 24June SJuly 2July
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Appendix4. Taxonomic lisl of prey laxa and values used localculale biomass.
Estimaled mass (g)
Scyphozoa
Jellyfish
Maxillopoda
Paroeuchaetaefongata
Cafanuspacijicus
N/A
N/A
Neocalonusplumchrus/flemingeri
Neocalanusspp
Amphipoda
Unidenlifiedamphipod
Ischyroceridae
Erichthoniusspp
Ischyrocerus
Ischyrocerusspp.
Pontogeneio
Unidenlifiedgammaridamphipod
Calliopiidae
Holiroges
Halirogesbungei
Eslimaledmass(g)
Lysianassidae
Unidenlifiedlysianassidamphipod
Unidenlifiedslenolhoidamphipod
Unidenlifiedlalilridamphipod
Hyperiidae
Hyperoche
Hyperochemedusarum
Themistopacifica«4mm)
Themistospp.«4mm)
Euphausiacea
Euphausiidae
Estimated mass (g)
Euphausiidfurcila
Euphausiidspp.«7mm)
Euphausiidspp.(lg,>7mm)
Thysanaessa
Thysanaessainermis«7mm)
Thysanaessainermis(>12mm)
ThysanaessafQschii«7mm)
ThysanaessafQschii(>12mm)
Thysanaessaspp.(>12mm)
Decapoda
Unidenlifiedshrimp
Unidenlifiedshrimp larvae «7mm)
Shrimpzoae
Hippolytidae
Hippolytidaejuvenile
Pandalidshrimp(>12mm)
Pandalidshrimplarvae
Paguridae
Estimated mass (g)
Paguridaeglaueothoe
Paguridaemegalopa
Paguridaezoea
Ateleeyelidae
Atelecyelidaemegalopa
Gastropoda
Unidentified gastropod
Unidentified pteropod
Cephalopoda
Unidentified squid
Unidentifiedarmhooksquid
Estimated mass (g)
Scorpaeniformes
Hexagrammidae
Hexogrammosspp.(l+yr)
Estimated mass (g)
N(A
Appendix 5. Summary of food loadcomposilion ofCresled Auklel chick meals.
TableA5-1. Summary of food load composilion ofCresled Auklelsal Buldir 151and,
1994-2006. Dalaarepresenledasannualvaluesofpercenlbiomass



Table AS-2. Summary of food load composition of Crested Auklets at Kiska Island,2001-
2006. Data are presented as annual values of per cent biomass.
Table AS-3. Summary of food load composilion ofCresled AuklelS al Kasaloch ilsland,
1996-2006. Dala are presenled as annual values of percenI biomass.



Appendix 6. Summary of food load composition of Least Aukletchick meals
TableA6·1. Summary of food load composition of Least Auklets at Buldirlsland.1994-
2006. Data are presented as annual values of per cent biomass.



TableA6-2. Summary of food load composition of Least Auklets at Kiska Island,2001-
2006. Data are presented as annual values of per cent biomass.

TableA6-3. Summary of food load composition of Least Auklets at Kasatochi Island,
1996-2006. Data are presented as annual values of per cent biomass.



Appendix 7. Summary of food load composition of Whiskered Auklet chick meals.
TableA7-1. Summary of food load composition of Whiskered Aukletsat Buldir Island,
1993-2006. Data are presented as annual values of percent biomass




Appendix8. 8iomass(g)ofNeocalanusspp.copepodsandeuphausiidsestimatedfrom
Continuous Plankton Recorder tows in our study area during the auklet breeding season
(May-August),2000-2006.
Year N.p/umchrus/flemingeri N.cristatus Euphausiacea
Appendix 9. Catalogue numbers of Least Auklet specimens examined at the American
Museum of Natural History (New York, New York, USA; AMNH), Academy of Natural
Sciences (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA;ANSP),Cowan Vertebrate Museum
(Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada; CVM), Delaware Museum of Natural History
(Wilmington, Delaware, USA; DMNH), Denver Museum of Nature and Science (Denver,
Colorado, USA; DMNS),Field Museum of Natural History (Chicago, IIlinois,USA;FMNHl,
Moscow State University Zoological Museum (Moscow, Russia; MSUZM), Harvard
Museum of Comparative Zoology (Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA; MCZl, University of
Michigan Museum of Zoology (Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA; UMMZ), National Museum of
Natural History-Smithsonian Institution (Washington, D.C., USA; USNM),San Diego
Natural History Museum (San Diego,California,USA;SDMNH),andtheYamashina
InstituteforOrnithology(Chiba,Japan;YIO).
AMNH: 30040,30041,30043,95335, 653500,748234,748235,748241,749236,749240,
753496,753497,753498,753499,753501,753503,753504;ANSP-55379,148119,
148121;CVM-13290;DMNH-55060;DMNS-11636;FMNH-159117,159118,159119;
MSUZM-42421,42724,64650,70035,70777,79193,81118,85668,85669,98295,
98296,98297,119171; MCZ-66704,158779,250852,250853,250854,250860,250861,
276930,317567,319889,337388;UMMZ-150027;USNM-92980,237505,406336,
406337;SDMNH-16083,16084,16085,16086,39723;YIO-12768,12769,12771,12777,
Appendix 10. Means, standard deviations, and sample sizes from stable-isotopeanalysis
of Least and Crested Auklets at Buldir, Kiska, and Gareloi IslandS,Aleutianlslands,
Alaska, from 2007-2010, There were no significant differences within species among
islands, or among years, so data were pooled, Dataarefrombreast(pre-breeding),P1
(chick rearing), and PlO (post-breeding) feathers
Ageclass Season n a"C±S.D. a 15N±S.D.
Pre-breeding 10 -18,78±1.74 14,73±2,27
Chick rearing 10 -18,70±0,97 13.70±1,78
Post-breeding 10 -18.54±1.24 16,71±0,90
Pre-breeding 50 -18,65±1.63 12,84±1.63
Post-breeding 50 -17.54±1.03 14,37±1.04
Subadult Pre-breeding 39 -19,95±1.88 11.10±1.44
Chick rearing 8 -20,67±0,358,88±0,23



